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Abstract
This research applies microfluidic emulsion technology to three diverse problems;
biochemistry, drug delivery and lab-on-a-chip programmability. These subjects represent
distinct research programs, but the underlying physics of droplet formation, transport and
control at low values of the Reynolds and Capillary numbers in multiphase microfluidics
allows them to be considered in parallel and supports the flexibility of this technology.
Within these stamp-sized elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic
devices, pressurized immiscible fluids may be combined at a junction of two or more
microchannels, combining crossflow and viscoelastic shear, to generate emulsions.
Droplet sizes may be tuned from nanometers to microns in diameter, controlled by device
geometry and hydrodynamic flow characteristics.
The application of droplets as individual bioreactors for biochemical assays is first
explored at the device and external sensor level. The goal of this research is to extend on
existing approaches and address challenges of platform scalability. Microchannel design
strategies are analyzed then fabricated in order to increase sample incubation periods.
Using monodisperse droplet formation within microfluidic devices, techniques are
developed for the manufacture of drug loaded biodegradable polymeric particles for
controlled release of encapsulated ingredients within biological systems. Coupled with
the bulk method of solvent evaporation, microspheres with a tunable range of volumes
spanning four orders of magnitude are generated and characterized using this rapid and
flexible prototyping technique.
Finally, a programmable microfluidic system platform using multiphase flows in soft
lithography is developed. To demonstrate scalability of this approach, a "general-
purpose" microfluidic chip is implemented, where underlying mechanisms for sample
manipulation can be integrated to develop more complex systems. This research
represents a first step to bring high-level control abstractions to the microfluidic realm,
with the aim of enabling a new level of scalability and programmability for lab-on-a-chip
experiments.
Thesis supervisor: Todd Thorsen
Title: Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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One of the most exciting scientific developments of recent years has been the progressive
miniaturization of chemical and biological instrumentation with an eye towards creating
highly integrated "lab-on-a-chip" systems. Compared to industrial laboratory equipment,
these microsystems offer reduced reagent consumption, high sample throughput and
rapid chemical kinetics. The ability to create highly integrated addressable channel
networks with various functionalities on stamp-sized devices has pushed unprecedented
automation. Their reduced size makes them suitable for mobile field laboratories,
while their reduced cost allows them to be disposable after sensitive applications. The
design of microfluidic systems often requires unusual geometries and the interplay of
multiple physical effects such as pressure gradients and capillarity, which lead to
interesting variants of well-studied fluid dynamical problems and some new fluid
responses3 . The rapidly increasing interest in the application and control of emulsions in
microfluidics motivates this research.
Emulsions are created in a mixture of two immiscible fluids, where one substance (the
dispersed phase) is suspended in the other (the continuous phase) as droplets or colloids.
Emulsions in macroscopic systems are typically formed either by mechanical agitation or
specialized mixers to induce a shearing viscous stress on the dispersed fluid. The
resulting emulsion typically has a wide distribution of particle sizes. Unstable emulsions
will separate with time or temperature, resulting in two distinct fluids layers, while stable
emulsions will not coalesce.
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The most common example of immiscible fluids is oil and water. If water is dispersed
within an external oil phase, suspensions of small emulsions will form, however
minimization of surface energy in a closed system will promote coalescence of distinct
droplets on contact into one continuous volume 4'5. A suspension of stable emulsions
may be created by the use of an emulsifier or stabilizer, which is typically some form of
surfactant, whose molecules have a water-soluble (hydrophilic) head and an organic-
soluble (hydrophobic) tail. Stabilizers work to sufficiently lower the surface tension
forces at the emulsion boundary compared to the external viscous forces. This barrier
against coalescence permits the emulsion to persist long after the shear has been stopped
and gives rise to many important products such as foods, cosmetics, and paints. Beyond
a critical concentration of surfactant molecules in a solution, aggregates of surfactant
molecules form little balls called micelles, in which the water-soluble ends point into the
water, and the organic-soluble ends point into the inside of the ball. The stability and
dynamics of droplet behavior in viscous mediums have been extensively reviewed, most
notably by Stone', 8 . Physics of emulsion formation mechanisms and resulting size
distributions have been studied extensively by Mason and Bibette9 -.
Microfluidics enables precise manipulation of fluids at small length scales, and presents
opportunities to control and apply emulsification processes to problems in biological
screening and manufacturing. Microfluidic devices have been fabricated to generate
stable monodisperse emulsions that can be used for nanoscale synthesis of proteins and
assembling inorganic matrices for drug delivery. Within these devices, pressurized
immiscible fluids may be combined at a junction of two or more microchannels,
combining crossflow and viscoelastic shear to rapidly generate droplets at regular
periodicity. The pioneering work in this field has demonstrated that spatial and temporal
instabilities in immiscible fluid systems at small length scales may lead to the controlled
formation of dynamic, metastable droplet patterns. The size of droplets in microfluidic
systems may range from nanometers to microns in diameter, and can be controlled by
device geometry and hydrodynamic flow characteristics. Production is very rapid (~ 102
- 10 4 Hz in single nozzle devices) and droplet sizes are consistent (variation on diameter
~ 2- 5%).
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The small internal volume of the droplets creates an ideal platform for carrying out small-
scale biochemical reactions and self-assembly of ordered nanostructures. This research
considers three diverse applications of microfluidic emulsion technology; biochemistry,
drug delivery and lab-on-a-chip programmability. These subjects represent distinct
research programs, but the underlying physics of droplet formation, transport and control
at low values of the Reynolds and Capillary numbers in microfluidics are a common
theme. These subjects are briefly introduced, while complete details and relevant
literature are reviewed in respective chapters.
1.1.1 - Droplet-Based Assays
The fist application of microfluidic emulsion technology is in biochemical screening.
The basis for a microfluidic droplet based platform for high-throughput screening has
been proposed, and many of the essential technologies developed using
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) devices 3 . The use of using droplets as individual
bioreactors for screening purposes is an ideal application for the precise control of fluids
using microfluidic emulsion technology. Multilayer soft-lithography may be used in
conjunction with microfluidic droplet generation to create completely integrated
microfluidic device to enable sample sorting, storage and transport in addressable channel
networks . Cell free protein synthesis in microfluidic reaction chambers with
embedded temperature control has been demonstrated16. The use of micron scale
emulsions for cell-free protein synthesis and enzyme engineering has been previously
applied to emulsions prepared in bulk7.
These vesicles have several features that render them particularly suitable for in vitro
protein synthesis: 1) The internal biochemically active phase is isolated, by an inert
external phase, 2) There is no diffusion of genes or proteins between droplets, thus the
genotype-phenotype linkage is maintained, 3) Droplet volumes are tunable and may be
optimized for transcription/translation of single genes and 4) Emulsions are stable and
easily manipulated. The goal of this research is to extend on the original work in this
area and address challenges of this approach at the device level.
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1.1.2 - Drug Delivery
The second application of microfluidic emulsion technology explored is the use of
microfluidic droplet generating devices to produce micron-scale particles for controlled
drug delivery. Polymeric microspheres have received much attention as controlled drug
delivery systems2 2, 23 . Eliminating polydispersity is clearly desirable, as particles with
uniform surface/volume ratios will provide a source of uniform and predictable drug
release within a biological system. Using monodisperse droplet formation within PDMS
microfluidic devices, coupled with the well understood macro processing technique of
solvent evaporation , microspheres with a tunable range of volumes are generated,
isolated and characterized. The solvent evaporation technique using FDA-approved
polymeric encapsulants dynamically cures the microspheres prior to collection from the
device and enables highly viscous polymers to be encapsulated using the method
presented. Using two different device geometries, protocols for encapsulating polymer
solutions are developed. This manufacturing method allows rapid prototyping of highly
monodisperse particles, and will potentially find pharmaceutical applications. The effects
that particle size and surface characteristics have on rate and overall release efficiency of
active ingredients from microspheres within biological systems are being explored.
11 _3 - Lab-on-a-Chip Programmability
The third section of this work extends a new branch of microfluidic emulsion technology,
towards digital microfluidics using soft lithography. This research presents a multiphase
fluids approach for programmable and scalable, open loop control of discrete fluid
samples in soft lithography polydimethylsiloxane microfluidic systems. The ability to
control transport, merging, mixing and splitting of emulsions affords the opportunity to
realize programmable systems for studying and implementing reaction networks. The
lab-on-a-chip movement has received a lot of attention and investment in recent years
with the anticipation of improved benefit to cost ratio for biochemical assays through
improved testing efficiency. Several approaches to operate on femtoliter to picoliter
scale fluid samples within micro total analysis systems are being considered by
microfluidics engineers and biologists, while electrohydrodynamically (EHD) or pressure
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driven flows are the most common. EHD systems allow samples to be digitally
controlled and transported using electrical fields, which often operate on individual
droplets24 . This approach draws a bridge between these two realms, using a well-
understood soft lithography environment to implement digital programming logic in a
microfluidic system to orchestrate and automate complex sets of experimental procedures
on discrete fluid samples.
Aqueous unit samples in the form of elongated emulsions are transported within an
immiscible continuous medium. This approach overcomes many shortcomings of
uniphase fluid systems such as dispersion, metering and evaporation. A novel
"microfluidic latch" is a key feature of this approach. The developed latch allows precise
trapping and alignment of emulsified samples after they have been transported an
arbitrarily long distance through flow channels, using a partially deflected soft
lithography valve.
This technique is applicable to arbitrary channel geometries on lab-on-a-chip systems,
and allows automatic, open loop control of emulsions through the microfluidic channel
network via a software interface. To demonstrate the scalability of the approach, this
research introduces a "general-purpose" microfluidic chip containing a rotary mixer and
addressable storage cells. The system is general purpose in that all operations on the chip
operate in terms of unit-sized aqueous samples; using the underlying mechanisms for
sample transport and storage, additional device primitives can be integrated in a scalable
manner. A novel high-level software library allows experiments to be described in a
portable fashion, without depending on the details of the underlying architecture. This
research represents a first step to bring high-level control abstractions to the soft-
lithography microfluidic realm, with the aim of enabling a new level of scalability and
programmability for lab-on-a-chip experiments.
Each of the aforementioned technologies has its own set of unique potential applications.
Before these subject areas are examined in depth, a brief overview of current topics in
microfluidic emulsion research is considered in context to this thesis.
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1.2 Emulsions in Microfluidics
Microfluidics provides the opportunity for generating stable microemulsions of uniform
particle size with the potential for scale-up of droplet production by many devices
operating in parallel. Selection of flow conditions, geometry, and fluid properties enables
rapid, repeatable generation of uniform emulsions with tunable sizes. Selection of flow
conditions, geometry, and fluid properties enables generation of uniform droplet sizes as
well as merging and splitting of droplets.
In the pressure driven realm of droplet based microfluidics, an extension of Stoke's
analysis to a spherical fluid particle carried by an immiscible fluid is given by the
Hadamard-Rybczynski result for drag. For bubbles or drops, the shear stress on the
surface induces an internal motion, which results in a decrease of the drag coefficient2.
In the equivalent microfluidic systems, this recirculation can be exploited in micromixers
and discrete chemical reactors26 27 . Since each droplet functions as a batch reactor
moving along a channel, the reaction time corresponds to the length traveled by the
droplet. Consequently, sampling of droplets at different spatial locations can be used to
deduce chemical kinetics, provided that the local micromixing is faster than the chemical
reaction rate. Recent interest in microfluidic emulsion technology has focused on the
physics of droplet formation, the application of droplets for particle manufacturing, and
droplet manipulation techniques. Before proceeding into detailed droplet based research,
important researchers of microfluidic emulsion technology are briefly reviewed, as an
introduction to this field.
1.2.1 - Formation
Using simple crossflow nozzle geometry, Thorsen et al. found that water could be rapidly
emulsified into a continuous oil stream using a soft lithography PDMS microfluidic
device . By varying relative and absolute pressures of the water and oil input streams,
various droplet patterns due to self assembly of flowing vesicles were generated. By
examining the relationship between surface tension and viscous shear, it was determined
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that the radius of droplets scales with the inverse of the Capillary number. This
demonstration of a flexible and precise manufacturing technique opened many avenues
and drew attention to research into microfluidic emulsion technology.
Extensive studies have been dedicated to examine the physics behind droplet formation
from a "T" junction crossflow device. Ismagilov et al. have adapted a crossflow
microfluidic device design as the basis for almost all droplet based research performed to
combine multiple fluid reagents into single droplets for use as microreactors. Notable
work includes production studies to examine the effects of at varying Reynolds and
Capillary numbers of the continuous phase, as well and the effects of mixing efficiency
as a function of viscosity, in generated droplets 26, 28 . Higuchi et al. have adapted the
analysis of Thorsen to consider the effects of various continuous and emulsified flow
rates in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) plates with etched microchannel networks 29.
Recently, Higuchi et al. have also manufactured junctions in serial, to generate double
emulsions (water in oil in water emulsions, or vice-versa), which required selective
modification of hydrophobic channel surfaces to allow inverse oil-in-water droplets to be
formed 0 .
Soon after, using etched parallel groves in silicon devices aligned with a drop-off ledge,
Seki et al. demonstrated a rapid emulsification device to produce droplets of very good
size uniformity 1 . Using syringe pumps, and following in the same methodology as
Thorsen, Anna et al. considered the many droplet production modes available at various
liquid-liquid flow rates through an inline flow-focusing device32
1.2.2 - Particle Manufacture
Microfluidic emulsion technology has been adapted to the manufacture of monodisperse
microspheres. Using the microfabricated parallel channel approach, Seki et al. have
generated polymeric microspheres, with excellent monodispersity and surface quality, for
use as liquid crystalline spacers . They later adapted a solvent evaporation process in
conjunction with the microchannel droplet generator to produce lipid microspheres,
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where evaporation of hexane from produced microspheres was used to reduce final
particle diameter 34. Through dynamic curing of liquid droplets, Xu et al. have used
35
microfluidic flow focusing to generate a variety of particle shapes from acrylate blends




Figure 1.1: Design of Various Particle Shapes by Microfluidic Emulsion Technology
In a similar manner, likely without knowledge of similar work by Xu et al., Dendukuri
and Doyle prepared non-spherical particles using the dynamic UV curing of polymers
emulsified using a "T" junction36 . In contrast to Figure 1.1 the process and results from
Dendukuri are partially reproduced in Figure 1.236.
Figure 1.2: Preparation of Non-Spherical Particles using Microfluidic Emulsions
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The control of local mixing, droplet movement and droplet residence time distributions
creates additional opportunities for applications in materials synthesis, in particular for
continuous particle self assembly37'38.
1.2.3 - Manipulation
The ability to control transport, merging, and splitting of drops affords the opportunity to
realize programmable systems for studying and implementing reaction networks
hydrodynamically controlled systems9. Link et al have designed channel networks and
features to allowing geometrically mediated breakup of large droplet plugs into smaller
ones40 . Lee et al. have designed various channel geometries to achieve control of high-
speed droplet fission, fusion, sorting, and rearranging in the microfluidic networks,
including channels to trap problematic satellite droplets.4 1
Electrohydrodynamics may be used to manipulate droplets, as an alternative to the
previously discussed pressure or flow rate controlled systems. Microelectrode arrays
with programmed electric fields create dielectrophoretic and electrowetting forces
transporting droplets, merging droplets, and splitting droplets in microfluidic equivalents
of microprocessors 42. Several researchers using electrohydrodynamic (EHD) forces,
most importantly Fair et al43-45 (electrowetting), Velev et a124 (dielectrophoretic). and
Gascoyne et al46, 47 (dielectrophoretic), have been investigating the use of incorporated
electrodes and use of local electrical fields in microfluidic devices to "digitally" generate
and manipulate individual emulsions. The benefits and drawbacks of using these
techniques are explored in detail in comparison to pressure driven fluids in the
programmable microfluidics section.
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
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1.3 Organization
This thesis divides the application research of microfluidic emulsion technology for
biochemistry, drug delivery and lab-on-a-chip programmability into three chapters.
Chapter 2 describes the development of a microfluidic droplet-based platform for in-vitro
biochemical high throughput screening (HTS). A compact, integrated optical detector for
integration with microfluidic devices for fluorescence-based product detection is
designed and implemented. At the device level, several channel design strategies are
designed and analyzed in order to provide a balance between rapid droplet production
and effective retention times for incubation. A method for combining multiple reagents
prior to encapsulation is discussed, and a scalable platform for future work is presented.
Chapter 3 develops techniques for microencapsulation of drugs within biodegradable
polymers using microfluidic emulsion technology for the application of controlled drug
delivery. Using microfluidic devices with different geometries and polymer solutions
with varying solvent concentrations, microspheres with a wide range of volumes are
generated, isolated and characterized.
Chapter 4 introduces a multiphase fluid approach towards digital microfluidics using soft
lithography. We develop a scalable approach for control and manipulation of aqueous
samples in the form of elongated emulsions transported within an immiscible continuous
medium. A novel microfluidic latch is developed which allows precise trapping and
alignment of droplets in pressure driven flows, and open loop control of a general
purpose microfluidic device is demonstrated by a software routine.
This thesis is summarized in Chapter 5, where recommendations for future research are
proposed.
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
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The progress made towards a microfluidic droplet-based biochemical screening platform
using microfluidic emulsion technology is discussed in this chapter. A microfluidic
droplet based platform for high-throughput screening has been envisioned, and many of
the essential technologies developed using polydimethylsiloxane devices' 3 . The goal of
this research is to extend on the original pioneering work and address challenges of this
approach at the device level.
The use of using droplets as individual bioreactors for screening purposes is an ideal
application for the precise control of fluids using microfluidic emulsion technology.
Multilayer soft-lithography may be used in conjunction with microfluidic droplet
generation to create completely integrated microfluidic device to enable sample sorting,
storage and transport in addressable channel networks . Cell free protein synthesis in
microfluidic reaction chambers with embedded temperature control has been
demonstrated16 . The use of micron scale emulsions as "artificial cells" for protein
synthesis and enzyme engineering has been previously applied to emulsions prepared in
1 21bulk'- . It is of interest to use droplets as tools to understand how protein synthesis
operates at the nanoscale, mimicking conditions found in cellular environments.
These vesicles have several features that render them particularly suitable for in vitro
protein synthesis2 0 . Firstly, the internal biochemically active phase is isolated within an
emulsion by an inert external phase allowing careful control of the reaction. There is no
diffusion of genes or proteins between droplets, which maintains the genotype-phenotype
linkage within the single cell. A wide range of droplet volumes may be produced, and
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the size of microreactors may be optimized for the transcription/translation of single
genes. Finally, emulsions are stable over long periods of time within fluid environments,
and easily manipulated to select emulsions to interest.
There are two central aspects in the development of a fluorescence activated screening
platform; the microfluidic device and the external sensors and controls. Sample
encapsulation, sorting, and recovery are all performed inside channels of the stamp-sized
microfluidic device, using a combination of channels, nozzles and soft-lithography
valves. Screening of individual samples for activity based on fluorescence measurements
and subsequent sorting of individual droplets is performed by external sensors, software
control and hardware actuation to control the microfluidic device.
Microfabricated fluorescence-activated cell sorters (pLFACS) have been developed using
both electro-osmotic driven flows48 and soft-lithography valves' 4 to direct individual
samples to either collection or waste ports based on fluorescence activity measured by an
external laser activated optical sensor at a "T" channel junction. PDMS Microfluidic
devices were created using soft-lithography and bonded to glass coverslips. Laser based
screening was performed by observing the channels through the glass side, allowing the
use of high magnification optics which are usually limited to small working distances.
These systems have demonstrated complex levels of sample control, and opportunities for
high throughput microfluidic sample screening. Sample enrichment using these systems
has been very good, in the range of-10 to 80 times for example, in sorting E. coli cells
expressing green fluorescent protein from those which do not.
The goal of this work is to build on the methods of using microfluidic emulsions as
microreactors for screening of biological samples. The pioneering work in this field has
demonstrated feasibility of sorting emulsions containing on fluorescence beads,3 , and has
developed the technology in this platform towards screening of mutant enzyme libraries.
In the ideal droplet-based assay, an enzyme library would be combined with a
fluorescence-based substrate immediately prior to encapsulation within a continuous,
immiscible fluid. Each droplet would contain, on average, one enzyme variant, and
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reaction with the substrate inside of the "artificial cell" would generate an optically
detectable fluorescent product with enzymes of interest. Droplets travel through the
channels, propelled by the immiscible carrier fluid, eventually reaching a "T" junction for
sorting. Based on the level of fluorescence measured by the external pFACS from
individual droplets, integrated soft lithography valves within the device dynamically sort
13
samples to appropriate channels for recovery
However, several problems existed at the device level in the initial work which addresses
the present research. At a "Y" channel junction, combining the enzyme and substrate
fluid streams immediately upstream of encapsulation was challenging to balance using
pressure driven flows. If the two streams mix upstream prior to encapsulation either by
diffusion or reversing flow due to pressure instabilities between nozzles, substrate
autohydrolysis can result in irreversible contamination of the substrate and all future
droplets. Any cross contamination of sample streams prior to encapsulation renders the
results of droplet based assays fruitless and unreliable. A robust method to meter
multiple fluid streams prior to encapsulation must be resolved.
Another aspect of this system involves the development of a suitable fluorescent signal
for screening. Development of a sufficient fluorescent signal within droplets to perform
such sorting assays, however, is not instantaneous and can take between several
milliseconds to several hours. Droplet flow through a typical device, however, from the
time of droplet generation until the time droplets reach the exit is on the range of seconds
to only a few minutes. Increasing this droplet retention delay inside of the channels prior
to screening is a primary goal of this chapter. Several techniques for delaying the time
between encapsulation of the enzyme and substrate before fluorescence screening were
proposed including the use of channel "domes" and long serpentine channels to retard the
flow of droplets. Analysis of different channel geometries with respect to a balance
between droplet production and retention delays is performed and manufacturing
techniques are optimized.
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2.2 Detector Design
The development of a laser activated fluorescence-activated optical detector was the
initial step taken towards this research, which follows from a well-understood design".
A compact, integrated droplet sorter was constructed and software was written in
Labview (National Instruments) to allow automatic two-color fluorescent screening of




Figure 2.1: Principle of Droplet Sorter Operation
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Emulsions are excited by a 488 nm diode laser focused through a 40X objective (0.65
NA) onto a section of a microfluidic channel upstream of a "T" junction where droplets
are flowing. Emitted light from droplets is collected by the objective and passed through
appropriate filter sets to two photomultiplier tubes for screening and to a CCD camera for
monitoring the process. Based on the levels of light measured by the data acquisition
software from each photomultiplier module, appropriate soft lithography valves would be
activated and emulsions could be directed to collection or waste channels. Complete
optical, electrical and mechanical design details of this design, including supplier parts
listing and principle of operation, are presented in Appendix C.
2.3 Device Design for HTS
With the design and fabrication of the optical fluorescence detector complete, it was
necessary to focus on the design of the microfluidic devices used for high-throughput
droplet based assays. Channel geometry must be designed to allow simple combination
of active reagents, allow sufficient incubation time for reagents to react, and have a
means for collecting samples of interest after screening. The goal of this chapter is to
present microfluidic device elements which may be adapted to droplet based assays.
A droplet-based microfluidic high throughput screening platform requires that biological
samples are encapsulated as rapidly as possible. This requires sufficient shear at the
interface between the immiscible phases, maintained by using high flow rates of the
continuous phase. Increasing the volumetric flow rate of the continuous phase, in turn,
reduces the amount of time before droplets reach the exit of a device.
The development of efficient droplet retention systems was an integral part of designing a
platform for performing in vitro protein synthesis. Design of microfluidic droplet
incubation elements involves a compromise between fluid flow rate, retention time and
emulsion formation. Other factors must be considered in developing an optimal system,
such as fabrication repeatability and efficient use of area within the small device. The
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droplets must be maintained in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) order through the
microchannels, such that incubation times and flow conditions experienced by
encapsulated samples are identical.
Each droplet would contain, on average, one enzyme variant along with a suitable
substrate to allow the formation of optically detectable fluorescent product with enzymes
of interest. Based on the level of fluorescence measured by the external pFACS from
individual droplets, integrated soft lithography valves within the device dynamically sort
samples to appropriate channels. Development of a sufficient fluorescent signal within
droplets to perform such sorting assays, however, is not instantaneous and can take
between several milliseconds to several hours. Droplet flow through a typical device,
however, from the time of droplet generation until reaching the exit is on the range of
seconds to only a few minutes.
Green fluorescent protein (GFP) was selected for use as a proof-of-concept sample for
the microfluidic screening platform. In this particular assay, the fluorescent signal
generated is due to the protein itself rather than the conversion of a substrate. An in vitro
protein synthesis system (RTS 100 E. Coli HY, Roche Diagnostics), based on a GFP
vector which contains 4235 base pairs, was selected for this purpose. Nominally,
complete transcription / translation of the DNA into the functional protein after
combination of all functional reagents and DNA requires an incubation time of 4-6 hours
at 30 0 C.
Initial protein detection of this particular GFP may occur sooner than these nominal
guidelines, and there are several factors external to the microfluidic device which may
influence the required incubation period. At room temperature in a small conical, protein
resulting from the transcription / translation process could be visualized with a
fluorescence microscope in less than two hours. Photomultiplier tubes used with our
pFACS for screening are much more sensitive than our eyes, and would detect the
fluorescence earlier. To reduce required incubation time, assays could also be performed
using an external heat source near the microfluidic device. Many of these factors,
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however, may not be changed and to be general a droplet based screening platform
should be able to accommodate biological samples which require long incubation periods
before emulsions are sorted.
2.4 Droplet Retention Approaches
Many design approaches were explored in order to derive an optimal solution to the
incubation problem in terms of total retention time, effective use of device area, droplet
production rate and operating pressures. Several different incubation elements were
evaluated, including "pancake", "dome" and "step" style features which are discussed in
this section.
A similar base design was used to generate droplets in all studies, which is pictured in
Figure 2.2. Sylgard 184 PDMS devices containing 5:1 base:hardener ratio were bonded
to coverslips coated with a thin partially bonded 20:1 layer. Channel widths are of the
nozzle are noted in Figure 3.1 and were all 10 pm tall. AZ 4620 photoresist used to create
the molds was reflowed to round channel geometry (complete manufacturing steps for







Figure 2.2: Schematic of a Droplet Generating Nozzle used in Incubation Studies
Light mineral oil (-25.1 cSt) containing 4.5% Abil EM 90 surfactant (Degussa) by
volume was chosen at the continuous phase to emulsify water. Pressurized reservoirs of
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the fluids were connected to the device via 500pm inside diameter Tygon tubing
(apparatus details are provided in Appendix B). The pressure balance was set to generate
a steady stream of droplets on the order of ~10 Hz. Exact pressure values and production
rates were less important in the present experiments, as qualitative behavior and
incubation delays are evaluated to select optimal design strategies. The effect of driving
pressure, operating fluid and microchannel dimensions on resulting fluid flow rates is
reviewed.
2.4.1 Microchannel Resistance Relationships
To increase the travel time of emulsion streams through a device it is tempting to use
very long microfluidic channels, however this is not a practical solution. The operating
pressures required to drive fluids at the inputs become unreasonably large since the
effective fluid resistance of microchannels scales linearly with length. The effects of
various geometric and hydrodynamic parameters on fluid retention time are briefly
reviewed. A simple method to examine the effects of channel geometry on overall fluid
velocity is desired.
As first approximations in microchannels, for a given fluid and pressure drop per unit
length, the average flow rate scales with Q ~ RHYd4 , and the average velocity scales with
V RHyd2 ,where RHyd is the effective hydraulic radius 49. The simple expression relating
volumetric flow rate of a Newtonian fluid through a microchannel due to a pressure
differential follows from the Ohm's law electrical analogy5 0 . The pressure difference
through a channel is equal to an average flow rate, Q, times the resistance of a channel,
AP = QQ
With:
AP = P - P.
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Pi, and P0 ut are the pressures at the inlet and outlet of a channel of length L. The
Poiseuille fluidic resistance in circular channels filled with fluid of viscosity p may be
defined by 50' 51:
8Lu
In circular channels, the volumetric flow rate of fluid is the average velocity multiplied
by the cross sectional flow area:
Q=VgR2
Several techniques have been developed for the calculation of the effective hydraulic
resistance in rectangular microfluidic channels, of width w and height h, typical of those
created by soft-lithography techniques 5. A series solution has been recommended5 1 :
12pL h (192 1 nnrw
3 1 - 5 5tanh
wh3 W 7 n-1,3, na 2h
While in the limit of low aspect ratio rectangular channels (w ~1 Oh), a simpler
approximation (of parallel plates) may be used which neglects the series terms51 :
12pL
wh3
In the design of microfluidic droplet incubation systems, we are interested in quickly
analyzing the effects of geometric changes on hydraulic resistance through a series of
iterations. The series solution is accurate for a wide range of channel aspect ratios, but
effects of varying channel geometries not intuitive. Another approximation is
recommended, where the hydraulic radius term in the circular Poiseuille equation may be
estimated as twice the cross sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter5 0 :
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R = whHyd w+h
An example calculation illustrates the effect of using these three different approaches to
approximate hydraulic resistance in a microfluidic channel. The resistance of a 100 ptm
wide, 1 cm long, water filled channel as a function height is presented in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Resistance Calculations as a Function of Height in a 1 OfPm Wide Channel
Although the hydraulic resistance is slightly overestimated by the use of the hydraulic
radius approximation, the values are in good agreement to those calculated by the more
complicated series solution. The low aspect ratio assumption begins to diverge as the
height is increase beyond 2h ~ w and is unreliable for comparing two or more channels
which significantly differ in height. For the purpose of simplicity, the hydraulic radius
approximation is used for investigating the effects of changes in channel dimensions on
fluid flow rate.
The average velocity of a fluid particle through the channels is found by substituting the
hydraulic resistance into the flow rate expression:
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- APRd AP ( wh 2
8Lp 8Lp w+h
The amount of time it takes a fluid particle to traverse the channel length is finally:
L 8L2p Pw+h 2
V ALP wh
The average time that it takes fluid to reach the outlet scales with the square of the length,
and inversely with the square of the hydraulic radius. While very long channels may be
fabricated, the operating pressures required to generate sufficient shear for emulsification
become prohibitively large. At pressures greater than ~30-40 psig, the bond between the
PDMS device and the coverslip is prone to failure. From experience, the tubing
connection ports to the inlets may separate from the device. Operating pressures in the
range of 5 psig to 15 psig are preferred for these reasons.
An optimal solution should enable droplet production at high frequencies from the
nozzle, yet retain droplets for long periods in the channels. This solution comes from a
compromise between the channel hydraulic radius and overall length. Channels with
non-uniform cross sectional areas were investigated.
2.4.2 Pancake Design
To reduce the flow rate of droplets through the device, large flat pads (or "pancakes")
were tested first. The volumetric flow rate of the continuous phase would be hindered
significantly by travel through a large open area. Support pillars were included in the
design of the pancakes to prevent the large aspect ratio PDMS channels from sagging or
collapsing48. The mask used to create the molds and photomicrograph of one such device
is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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5mm flats
Figure 2.4: Pancake Style Incubation Chambers
This design proved to be very effective in hindering the rate of droplet flow through the
flat. However, significant dispersion of droplet streams was evident. Figure 2.5 presents
a series of micrographs taken at two minute intervals. Droplet flow through a 5 mm flat
required ~ 15 minutes, operating at oil and water pressures of 12 psig and 10.4 psig
respectively.
Figure 2.5: Emulsion Flow Dispersion within Pancake Incubation Chamber
Restricting the droplet flow from to wide channels did not seem to be a viable option.
Although droplet flow was significantly delayed through the retention element, emulsion
dispersion was problematic. A first-in-first-out order could not be guaranteed if large
numbers of droplets collided with one another. In other cases, coalescence would occur
as a result of colliding droplets, and the resulting emulsions would never be able to exit
the chamber. Such design elements also require a significant area of the device footprint,
and are not an efficient use of limited area available within a microfluidic device. It was
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necessary to investigate the use of non planar design elements to increase droplet
retention time.
2.4.3 Dome Design
This approach to droplet retention has been previously explored' 3 , although its initial
success in delaying droplets for times of 1-4 hours suggested that this idea was worth
revisiting and possibly refining. After standard lithography steps have been completed to
create the underlying channel geometry, a large incubation chamber is created by adding
a drop of photo resist to the wafer. The drop of photoresist is fixed to the mold by hard
baking the wafer at 130'C for 30 minutes. Many different dome volumes were tested to
investigate the effect on droplet behavior. Initially small large domes were manufactured
in simple channel designs to test this concept. A device containing a 1mm diameter
dome is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: A 1mm Droplet Incubation Dome
A droplet flow sequence through a small retention dome is presented in Figure 2.7.
Interval times are noted. In small domes, the emulsion stream maintains a direct path
from the entrance to the exit channel of the dome. In a single 1.5 mm dome, droplet
delay was ~5 minutes operating at oil and water pressures of 20 psig and 12 psig
respectively. At the same pressures, droplet retention increased more than -15 minutes
in a 2.5 mm dome.
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Figure 2.7: Droplet Flow through a 1mm Incubation Dome
Addition of multiple incubation domes is a simple step and may provide sufficient
incubation time for in vitro protein synthesis. Figure 2.8 illustrates a possible layout
employing many domes in serial.
Figure 2.8: Design Intent for Serial Domes
This design, however, is difficult to reproduce from one mold to another. In order to
center the large domes with existing channel geometry, special masks were design which
included a ring where a drop of AZ photoresist was to be deposited. The rings were
intended to increase manufacturing consistency between individual domes when using
the crude technique of applying the extra photoresist manually. Figure 2.9 illustrates the
mask and pictures one of the resulting devices including four incubation domes.
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Figure 2.9: Incubation Domes Implemented in Serial
The inline domes provided scalable and effective droplet retention through the
microfluidic channels, but there remained shortcomings of these manually manufactured
design elements. Although photoresist could be deposited using a pipette into the rings,
the high viscosity and surface tension of AZ 4620 did not allow small volumes to be
metered easily. There was slight variability between domes in the actual microfluidic
devices.
In order to increase droplet retention time, large domes (several millimeters in diameter)
are required which lead to additional problems. When such a microfluidic device is
tested, it could take over half an hour to purge all of the air from the chambers into the
bulk PDMS. During this period, the pressure balance at the crossflow junction had to be
continually monitored; otherwise a stream of the emulsified phase could flow directly
into the channels. If large coagulations form inside of a dome, they are impossible to
remove, and interfere with passing droplets. Clogs within 2.5 mm domes are pictured in
Figure 2.10. Shear levels within the large domes are significantly lower than those at the
crossflow nozzle, and large emulsions may not be cleared. This problem was alleviated
slightly by first backfilling the device with oil from the exit port, although complete
priming of the channels before every experiment was time consuming.
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Figure 2.10: Droplet Clogs in 2.5mm Incubation Domes
2.4.4 Circular Step
A new fabrication approach was tested to improve the repeatability of the dome chamber
design. Three-dimensional molds for soft lithography have been prepared using multiple
photolithography steps with SU-8 photoresist (Microchem) in order to create complex
networks of microfluidic channels on multiple planar levels5 2 . In contrast to the opaque-
colored AZ 4620 photoresist, SU-8 is transparent, and allows for multiple features to be
built up on a silicon wafers using repeated coating and exposure procedures. SU-8 is
available in a range of grades, which allows extremely thick layers, up to -250 pm, to be
created in a single lithography step. Fabrication details for the SU-8 soft-lithography
molds designed in this section are provided as a reference in Appendix A.
The benefit of this fabrication technique was used to create microfluidic molds, allowing
devices with repeatable designs to be developed and improve on the drawbacks
experienced with previous dome experiments. A base channel network is created in the
first photolithography step, containing the essential nozzle geometry and flow network.
Before the base design is developed, an additional layer of photoresist is spun coat onto
the existing features. The droplet incubation chambers are then aligned with existing
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features and the new layer of photoresist is developed. This process may be repeated as
many times as required to build non-planar patterns.
SU-8 is a very durable photoresist, and results in features with nearly vertical side walls.
Although mold profiles created with AZ photoresist are typically rounded to prevent the
aggregation of small spherical droplets along the walls12 , this did not appear to be
problematic in these smooth rectangular channels.
Masks with a stepped circular chamber where designed and tested. Figure 2.11 illustrates
the two masks required, to perform the two step lithography process. SU-8 is a negative
photoresist, so UV exposure through clear areas of the masks is used to cross-link the
resist and solidify the feature patterns. As such, the majority of the mask is opaque, and
alignment grids are located on the corners of the masks to simplify alignment of design
features during photolithography.
Figure 2.11: Masks to Fabricate SU-8 Incubation Domes
This design was fabricated with a 15 pm base layer, with a 100 ptm second layer
patterned on top to create the droplet incubation chamber. The droplet flow pattern
through a 3 mm diameter chamber is pictured at three different times in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Droplet Flow through the Circular Step
Droplet retention was very effective using this microfabricated pad. Through a 3 mm
diameter circular pad, droplets were retained for more than 7 minutes, with oil and water
pressures of 10 psig and 8 psig respectively. The droplets maintained a relatively regular
order through the centerline of the circular element, and did not demonstrate the
significant dispersion problems experienced with the pancake design. The use of non-
planar elements improves coherence of a single line of droplets, and provides excellent
retention. However, the circular pads require a significant area of the device footprint
compared to the otherwise fine channels. As the droplet flow streamlines remain near the
center of the circular step, it is indicative that the additional oil in the chamber does not
play an important role in the fluid flow and the excessive area of the chamber may not be
required to provide retention. The idea of compact, inline microfabricated steps was
explored next to test this hypothesis.
2.4.5 Inline Step
Compact and scalable droplet incubation elements evolved into direct multi-height
channels. Inline steps molds were fabricated with chamber widths identical to those 100
ptm wide on the base layer. Base channel heights were 15 ptm, with 100 pm tall
chambers aligned on top to provide a total chamber height of 115 pm. Figure 2.13
illustrates the masks used in the two-step lithography process, with chamber lengths
noted.
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Figure 2.13: Masks for an Inline Step
Figure 2.14 illustrates an inline step, with channels of identical widths but of two
different heights.
Figure 2.14: Calculation of Droplet Flow Rate
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The flow rate of water droplets is not the same as the flow rate of the continuous phase
through the channels. Conservation of mass for the incompressible oil tested implies that
fluid velocity through the "high" channels scales inversely with ratio of the channel areas.
Q=V A base = V,, Astep =const.
or
A
step = base Astep
base
With constant channel widths, the area ratio reduces to a ratio of base to step heights
only.
Vstep = Vase 155 = 0.13Vase
Nominally, the fluid in the base channels is moving approximately 7.7 times slower in the
stepped section. By video inspection, the reduction factor in droplet velocities was
approximately 4 in the same channels.
There were two factors are responsible for this difference. Firstly, the pressure-driven
laminar velocity field of the continuous oil phase in the channels follows the well-known
Hagen-Poiseuille parabolic distribution, with no-slip boundary conditions at the walls and
maximum velocity occurring at the center of the channel. While the size of the droplets
(-10 pm) would constrict their flow to the center of the base level channels, they are
unconfined in the stepped sections. If the droplets are allowed to stray from the
centerline of channels in the tall sections, they would slow down. Fluid drag on droplets
also plays an important role. While droplet plugs (droplets that are large enough to
conform to the cross sectional area of the channel) move at approximately the same
velocity as the continuous phase 26, the small, spherical droplets generated in these
channels are expected to be moving much slower due to drag. Although recirculation
within viscous droplets due to external surface shear reduces the Stoke's drag on
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emulsions in comparison to a solid sphere25, the droplet will be moving slower than the
continuous phase in the microchannel.
Droplet retention was very effective with this approach. Operating at 4 psig oil pressure,
droplet travel through a single 3mm long inline step (15 pm to 115 tm) takes
approximately ~5 minutes, in contrast to only ~1 minute without the step. Although this
configuration included only a single step, we have found a very useful way to retard the
flow of droplets while facilitating high shear in the area of droplet production which also
makes efficient use of space in the device (requiring no additional lateral area).
This simple design element lends itself well to scaling up droplet production for
biological applications. Extremely long channels with low hydraulic resistance may be
fabricated which allows for sufficient shear to facilitate droplet production. The
resistance of the network is determined only by the low sections, and not by the
incubation chambers.
For equivalent channel lengths and widths, the contrast in hydraulic resistance between
the base and incubation channels is significant. By rearranging the previously described








In the previous test for example, a 100 ptm tall secondary layer was aligned on a 15 pim
tall, 100 jtm wide base channel. The difference in resistance is:
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Qiow (lOOE -6)+(115E-6)) (5.35E -5) 283
Ohigh (I00E - 6)(15E -6) 4 (1.30E -5)4
((100E - 6) +(15E - 6))
Although the hydraulic radius used in this calculation is only an approximation, it is
apparent that the base channel dictates the overall system resistance. The average
velocity in rectangular channels scales with the inverse of the square of the hydraulic
radius, but the use of these elements in series implies that the pressure drop across
individual high and low channel segments is not equal. The use of many inline steps
would be the most efficient use of real estate within the microfluidic device. Incubation
of the droplets could be enhanced by increasing the contrast in heights of the "high" and
"low" sections. Fabrication of the microfluidic molds is repeatable and no subject to the
variance involved with manual deposition of photoresist drops. Figure 2.15 presents a
possible configuration consisting of six inline steps.
Figure 2.15: Design Intent for Serial Inline Steps
It is possible to use a very long step for the majority of the channel length, but there are
two reasons that the chambers are separated into distinct segments. Firstly, intermittent
flow in a periodic low section separates groups of droplets, and prevents the possibility of
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droplet clogs from occurring inside a raised region. A single droplet stream is preferred.
Flow in the low section also brings droplets down against the glass coverslip and within a
constant distance of the high power microscope objective of the fluorescence droplet
sorter. Fluorescence measurements could be performed at intermediate locations in the
channels on droplets to allow dynamic measurements of the rate of growth of
fluorescence signals. After an incubation period, droplets approach a "T" junction where
soft lithography valves on opposing channels direct emulsions towards collection or
waste ports. While traditional soft lithography valves are actuated from a control layer
above the flow channels, bottom actuated valves may be used with this design. Such
valves are suitable for closing channels of high aspect ratio3 , and do not interfere with
the fabrication of multi level design elements in flow channels.
With a design strategy in place, the next challenge was to scale up the design to enable
biological fluids to be combined and encapsulated into the device, and to scale up
retention time of the samples.
2.5 Combining Multiple Reagents
With the development of incubation design elements complete, attention was turned
towards combination and encapsulation of fluid samples into the device.
2.5.1 Input Nozzle Design
In the design of a platform to complete in-vitro protein synthesis and screening it is
highly desirable that the transcription and translation processes are initiated immediately
before encapsulation. This is an extension to the FIFO requirement, where all droplets
must be treated identically, subject to the same external flow conditions and allowed the
same time to develop a signal used for biological screening. This problem was
introduced during the initial work in microfluidic emulsion based screening approaches13
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In a general screening application, for example, a library of mutant enzymes may be
combined with a suitable substrate. After a particular time, a signal may develop in
enzymes of interest in the present of the substrate, and certain enzymes would be selected
based on their activity strength. Within a microfluidic device, these two sample streams
would be combined a junction of two input channels immediately prior to encapsulation.
It is important that these two streams remain isolated from one another before injection
into the device; otherwise contamination of the substrate would interfere with all future
reactions and bias screening results.
Effort was dedicated into developing a nozzle geometry which could be tuned to allow
pressure driven sample to be combined in arbitrary ratios immediately prior to
encapsulation in the continuous stream. Extensive studies have been dedicated to the
problem and application of combining multiple reagents and mixing them within
segregated flow, notably the research of Ismagilov et al.2 6-2 8 , 54-56 for immiscible
liquid/liquid systems, and by Jensen et al57, 58 for liquid/gas systems. These approaches
are similar, where multiple fluid streams are encapsulated into distinct plugs in
microchannels at fixed volumetric flow rates (using syringe pumps). Relatively fast
velocities within microchannels are used to minimize the droplet formation instabilities in
the presence of periodic pressure fluctuations due to the stepping of syringe pump
leadscrew motors. Droplets resulting from these systems are often in the form of "plugs"
which are of comparable size to cross section channel geometry, significantly larger than
single enzymes ideally screening using this platform.
Pressure-based control approaches have been the preferred method for combining
immiscible fluid streams in this research. As such, thought was put into the design of
nozzle geometry which would allow multiple fluid streams to be combined in a "Y"
junction from a common pressure source to simplify device operation. As the flow rate
of a fluid scales inversely with the hydraulic resistance of the channel, the flow rate of
particular fluid streams would be regulated by tuning the widths of individual channels.
For example, if a mixture of two parts "A" is to be encapsulated with one part fluid "B",
the channels widths of the input channels could be tuned to obtain this mix ratio. A
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benefit of this system is that a single pressure regulator could be utilized to control the
emulsified phases.
Using the fluid resistance expression based on hydraulic radius, introduced in section
2.4.1, several attempts were made to design a nozzle that would accommodate a four-to-
one combination of aqueous streams driven by the same input pressure. Figure 2.16
illustrates the design methodology, and the important effect of channel height on
hydraulic resistance ratios between the input streams.
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Figure 2.16: Effect of Channel Height on Mixing Ratios in a Y Channel Junction
Figure 2.16 considers the junction of two channels, one with a fixed with of 30 pim. The
width of the second channel should be set to be one quarter of the first. However, this
design technique has two significant shortcomings; manufacturing tolerance, and
backpressure. Firstly, the ratio of channel resistance is a strong function of channel
height. The width ratio, w2/wl, varies from 1.83 to 2.08 if the channel height is ranges
between 40 pm and 55 pim. During microfabrication of channel molds, it is difficult to
control the tolerance of SU-8 resist thickness to the micron level. The thickness ratio
corresponds to w2 widths of 54 pm to 63 pim. Unless very high resolution masks are
used for lithography, it is difficult to control the width of channels precisely in this range
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(3386 dpi transparencies ~ 7.5 tm per pixel, 5080 dpi transparencies ~ 5 ptm per pixel,
etc).
Backpressure from the emulsion junction presented the second challenge. Although these
analytical techniques provided satisfactory results when aqueous streams were input into
empty channels, emulsification into an immiscible steam represents a large downstream
resistance that has not been accounted in the "Y" nozzle design. When this nozzle design
was tested using food colorings as sample inputs, it was found that pressure balances
between input branches were difficult to achieve, and input streams were back flowing
into one another rather than towards the emulsification junction. Several tests were
performed, but unfortunately even minor imbalances could not be compensated at the
nozzle using pressure based mixing.
Although alternative channel geometries may eventually be developed for combining
multiple fluids using the aforementioned approach, it is recommended that syringe pumps
should be used to meter aqueous streams together prior to encapsulation. Gentle pulsing
of syringe pumps due to leadscrew stepping would have to be tolerated in return for
accurate dispensing of fluids.
2.6 Scalable Device Design
A scalable channel design approach is proposed which allows high droplet production
rates as well as long droplet retention times. As previously discussed, a band of low
channels is designed along the centerline and elbows of the device to allow intermittent
droplet screening, and to maintain FIFO droplet order through the entire system. Devices
with total incubation lengths in the range of 40 cm to 72 cm were designed to calibrate
the retention of droplets using this strategy. Each step was 10 mm long, with short 2 mm
base lengths separating each step. Figure 2.17 illustrates the masks used to fabricate the
SU-8 molds with a 50 ptm tall base, and 250 ptm secondary layer on top. For reference,
the contrast in hydraulic resistance ratios is ~26 for equivalent channels lengths of low





Figure 2.19: Proposed Microfluidic Device for Emulsion Based Screening
It may be worthwhile to make the base layer from an even thinner layer in future
experiments to increase or tune the retention time of droplets based on desired operating
pressures.
2.7 Conclusions
Increasing biocomplexity created by explosive advances in genomics and proteomics in
the last decade has established the need for HTS technologies to transform the vast
collections of data generated from these systems into organized knowledge. Devices like
the droplet-generating chips and external sensors developed in this chapter are poised to
fill this role.
As a proof of concept and the next steps to be completed in this research, reagents from
the Roche RTS 100 E. coli HY kit could be combined at the inlet "Y" junction. There are
6 required reagents which combine to form a 50 p1 solution of GFP; 12 p1 E. coli Lysate,
10 pl Reaction Mix, 12 pl Amino Acids, 1 pl Methionine, 5 pl Reconstitution Buffer and
10 p1 DNA. Initial attempts have been made to combine the DNA solution with the 5
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and high segments. However, since the low channels comprise only ~ 1/5 of the total
length in this design, the base actually accounts for ~5/6 of the final system resistance.
U '-
Figure 2.17: Multilayer Masks for Long Droplet Retention
Several timing tests were performed using the 60 cm device. Between droplet formation
and reaching the "T" junction, droplets took 47 minutes, and 1 hour 24 minutes, at 9 psig
and 6 psig oil, respectively. Droplet flow remained orderly, evident by Figure 2.18.
Figure 2.18: Single File Droplet flow through a Long Incubation Device
Finally, a microfluidic system is proposed in Figure 2.19, using bottom actuated valves to
perform sorting of emulsions based on fluorescence activity. Micrographs of the actual
PDMS device are overlaid on the rendered schematic.
. . ............
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other solutions at the inlet prior to encapsulation in the volumetric flow ratio of 1 to 4.
Out of synch stepping of the lead screws while using two different syringe pumps
resulted in fluid pressure fluctuations in the "Y" nozzle inlet, that made an operating
point difficult to choose. A better strategy would be to redistribute the reagents into two
equal solutions, such that partial solutions could be combined using identical, parallel
syringes from a single syringe pump. A separate nozzle generating separate control
emulsions (of control reagents without DNA, of a different colored protein, or simply of
water) should also be included in the present design to demonstrate that the screening
platform is able to distinguish and sort different droplet types accordingly.
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Microfluidic emulsion technology is ideally suited to the microencapsulation of drugs
within biodegradable polymers for controlled delivery into biological systems.
Hydrophilic microgels have gathered significant interest in biomedical field due to their
biocompatibility and the possibility to make them stimuli responsive by incorporation of
functional groups such as pH, temperature, electric field and glucose responsive moieties.
However, there is no general method available for the synthesis of monodisperse
biodegradable microspheres suitable for drug delivery, although this should offer
considerable advantages with respect to monitoring, predicting and modeling of their
release rate within biological systems.
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the synthesis of monodisperse, biodegradable
microspheres suitable for drug delivery, using microfluidic emulsification technology in
combination with the widely utilized solvent evaporation technique. Solvent evaporation
is a common technique utilized in bulk processing of polymeric matrices for drug
delivery22 . In typical macroscopic systems, a polymer containing an organic solvent is
dispersed into an immiscible continuous phase by rapid shearing in specialized mixers,
and emulsions are stabilized by the presence of surfactants. The solvent phase is slowly
evaporated out of the particles, decreasing their volume, before curing in their final shape
and size. Eudragit RS (Degussa) was selected as the biodegradable polymer in this work,
as it is a common choice amongst pharmaceutical researchers currently performing
particle production and release studies in bulk systemss9 -63
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An excellent review of current microencapsulation techniques is provided by
Vladisavijevic and Williams2 3 . The solvent evaporation technique is favored over many
particle processing methods such as spray drying, homogenization, and sonication as it
only requires ambient temperature conditions and mild emulsification techniques.
Although the method is conceptually simple, there are many factors which determine the
final particle size and uniformity including polymer/drug ratio63 , shear rate 64 , type of
solvents and stabilizerss9 -62 and apparatus design65 67 . Particles size distribution is highly
polydisperse using these techniques, and only average particle sizes and distributions can
be used to approximate release rates of active ingredients. Eliminating this polydispersity
is clearly desirable, as particles with uniform surface to volume ratios will provide a
source of uniform drug releases within a biological system.
Microfluidic techniques are becoming very important tools in emulsion technology and
provide the opportunity for rapid prototyping of polymeric microspheres of uniform size.
Related developments in the field of microchannel encapsulation include evaporation
assisted self assembly and crystallization of colloids 7'3 8 as well as the synthesis of
colloidal silica using segmented liquid-gas flow within micro chemical reactors68 . Many
interesting colloidal structures, including spheres, pancakes and rods, have also been
prepared using inline droplet generation coupled with dynamic UV curing of
photosensitive polymers3 5' 36. Using microfabricated parallel channels for emulsification,
polymeric microspheres for use as liquid crystalline spacers have been prepared by
Nakajima et al 33. Recently this research group has applied this microchannel
configuration to prepare monodisperse lipid microspheres coupled with solvent
evaporation of hexane34.
In this research project, the solvent evaporation technique is implemented in conjunction
with soft lithography microfluidic droplet generation. Within these stamp-sized
elastomeric devices, pressurized immiscible fluids are combined at an orthogonal
junction of two microchannels, combining crossflow and viscoelastic shear to rapidly
generate a constant stream of monodisperse droplets . Microfluidic devices are versatile
tools for generation of the uniform emulsions because the process easily monitored
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through the transparent PDMS or urethane, steady for extended periods of time, and the
product size may be tuned by adjusting operating pressures and fluids. In larger scale
applications, many devices operating in parallel provide the potential for scale-up of
production.
Factors affecting microemulsion volume and production rate, including the microfluidic
device geometry, fluid properties and the hydrodynamic flow conditions have been
studied in detail 26,28,29. At typical operating pressures (-20 psig), there exists a limit on
how small droplets may be generated for a given nozzle design. Use of the solvent
evaporation technique allows further control of product size, and it is demonstrated that
much smaller final particles may be created in this manner. Not only does the viscosity
of the polymer phase decrease with the addition of a solvent, allowing smaller droplets to
be generated, but the solvent is also evaporated out of the emulsion leaving a smaller,
cured microsphere. The dynamic diffusion of the solvent phase into the rapid, and the
microspheres reach their final size before collection from the device. The rate of
microsphere shrinkage is such that the surface area of the decreases approximately
linearly with time as the solvent diffuses from the polymer matrix into the oil69.
3.2 Initial Encapsulation Experiments
Many sets of experiments and operating fluids were explored in order to derive an
optimal process to the microencapsulation problem in terms of production stability,
droplet production rate and uniformity of microsphere size. Hundreds of trials were
performed using a variety of organic solvents, operating pressures and device
configurations. The results of these initial trials and lessons learned are briefly discussed.
3.2.1 Microfluidic Device Selection
Initial encapsulation experiments were performed using a urethane microfluidic device
with a crossflow droplet nozzle. Ebecryl 270 Urethane (UCB Chemicals) was mixed
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with 0.5% (w/w) of a photosensitive curing agent Irgacure 500 (Ciba Chemicals), and
cast over a "T" junction microchannel mold with 10 pim tall channels. The device was
cured under UV, and connection ports were drilled with a #75 diamond tipped drill bit.
The device was cleaned as thoroughly as possible with isopropyl alcohol, blown dry with
compressed Nitrogen, and sealed to a 1 oz. glass coverslip pre-coated with a thin layer of
isopropanol and urethane containing hardener mixed in equal parts. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the test configuration.
Figure 3.1: Initial Encapsulation Experiments using a Urethane Microfluidic Device
There were several problems with the initial tests. While the bond between the urethane
devices and the coverslips was robust (burst pressure > - 45 psig), it was difficult to
prevent debris from the drilled input ports from clogging microchannels even after
cleaning. Unlike compliant PDMS silicone which forms a tight seal with input pins,
urethane is very hard. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, input ports were secured using tape to
prevent pressurized fluid lines from coming out of the chip. In these initial tests, acetone
was used as the solvent phase although severe swelling of urethane was observed.
Clogging of Eudragit against the urethane channels was highly problematic, even at high
operating pressures.
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To overcome debris and clogging issues experience with urethane devices, further tests
were completed using Sylgard 184 PDMS. Complete fabrication details are provided in
Appendix A. The channels were first patterned a silicon wafer using AZ 4620
photoresist (Clariant) to create the 20pim tall positive relief mold. To prevent aggregation
of droplets along the walls, the channel profiles were rounded by placing the photoresist
pattern on a hotplate at 150'C for five minutes. To prepare the devices, a 5 mm thick
layer of PDMS was poured and cured on the mold at 80'C for 20 minutes. After an
initial cure, connection ports were punched using a 23 gauge luer stub (BD Biosciences).
The devices were washed with isopropanol and blown dry with nitrogen to remove any
dirt and debris. Finally the chips were sealed to a 1 oz. glass coverslip pre-coated with
partially cured PDMS, and allowed to bond for at least 2 hours at 80'C. The PDMS
base:hardener ratios used for the device and coverslip were 5:1 and 20:1 respectively.
3.2.2 Solvent and Continuous Phase Selection
Typical solvents used in bulk encapsulation processes of using the solvent evaporation
technique include acetone, methyl acetate or isopropanol. Acetone is lethal to PDMS
devices, and results in separation of the device from the base coverslip almost
immediately after injection. The use of isopropanol as the evaporated phase showed
promise at first, but droplet generation was difficult to maintain. Isopropanol was
combined with Eudragit RS 30D in several different ratios, such as 1:1, 5:1 and 10:1. A
stream of droplets could be generated for periods of minutes, and the solvent evaporation
from the droplets into the oil was rapid. However, steady droplet generation was
extremely difficult to maintain over long periods of time. Isopropanol was able to form a
co-flowing, laminar stream with the continuous phase through the inline nozzle geometry
due insufficient shearing at the fluid interface. In crossflow devices, isopropanol was
able to creep along the PDMS walls of crossflow nozzles avoiding emulsification.
Isopropanol required a very high level of shear, and was soon after abandoned as an
option. At very high operating pressures (> 40 psig) isopropanol/polymer droplet
formation could be maintained, but the size of emulsions was irregular. Finally,
methanol was tested in a similar set of experiments with a good degree of success. Due
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to PDMS compatibility, high relative solubility within mineral oil and ability to be
readily emulsified, methanol (p ~ 0.055 mPa s) was chosen as the organic solvent for
evaporation assisted Eudragit encapsulation.
3.2.3 Collection and Filtering
A protocol for collection and filtration of polymer microspheres from the continuous oil
phase became more difficult as production volumes decreased. Initially, low-binding
centrifugal 0.65 .tm membrane filters (Millipore Corp.) were tested. A short length of
Tygon tubing (~2 cm) was connected to the collection port of microfluidic devices, and a
mixture of suspended particles and oil was flowed directly into the conical filters.
Several washes of the particles with hexane were performed between centrifugation at
~500 rpm for 1 minute. However, recovery of particles from the filter after
centrifugation was almost impossible and yields were very low.
A simpler filtering technique proved to deliver much higher yields (thanks to Bruno
DeGeest of Ghent University). Tygon tubing was connected to the exit port of the device
and the generated Eudragit microspheres were collected into a 1.5 ml centrifuge conical
(Eppendorf). The microspheres were separated from the oil phase by centrifugation at
low speeds in order to prevent coagulation. Supernatants were removed from the
particles between three successive washes with hexane. The particles were dried
completely under in a vacuum before characterization. Although manipulation of
microspheres smaller than 1 pm in diameter remained challenging, this filtration
technique was robust and used with all production runs.
3.3 Microsphere Synthesis
After an operating strategy was developed, a variety of polymeric microspheres could be
readily manufactured. Each collection trial was typically allowed to run for -6 hours,
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resulting in approximately 200 pl - 300 pl of collected mineral oil containing
microspheres.
Solutions of low permeability sustained release polymer Eudragit RS 30D (Degussa)
were premixed with methanol in the ratios 5:1, 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2. Light Mineral oil with
kinematic viscosity of 25 cSt was used as the continuous phase, containing 4.5% (v/v) of
a silicone based surfactant (Abil EM-90, Degussa) to promote droplet shear and prevent
coalescence. Although mineral oil is absorbed slightly by PDMS, the swelling does not
affect droplet production. Without the use of surfactant, undesirable filaments of the
polymer initiate along the PDMS walls from the nozzle, and distinct droplets could not be
formed.
The fluids were introduced into the PDMS microfluidic devices through pressurized
reservoirs containing the polymer solution and the oil. The reservoirs were connected to
the device through Tygon tubing of 500 pm inside diameter. Pressure was applied to the
reservoirs and regulated by compressed air. Another short section of Tygon tube was
connected to the exit port of the device to collect the microspheres into a 1.5 ml conical
for filtering.
To enable rate of release measurements to be performed, Rhodamine 6G (526 nm EX,
560 nm EM) was added to Eudragit at a concentration of 0.01 mg/ml as a fluorescent
probe before emulsification.
3.3.1 Crossflow Droplet Formation
At the perpendicular junction of the inlet channels, a polymer emulsion is sheared off by
the continuous oil-phase and focused into the main channel. Figure 3.2 illustrates the
microfluidic channel geometry. Details of device fabrication appear in Appendix A, and
materials used are found in the experimental section.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of Crossflow Device Geometry used for Microsphere Synthesis
Two different nozzle geometries and four different polymer solutions were used in the
first study to determine the effects on particle size and on the rates of release. The two
channel layouts are identical, but the nozzles have different widths at the crossflow oil
junction. The channel dimensions were 100 pim wide x 20 pm high, tapering to 25 gm
and 15 pm in nozzle designs 1 and 2 respectively, in the region where the fluids merge.
Solvent to Polymer ratios (v/v) are 0.5:1, 1:1, 2:1 and 5:1 emulsified using both crossflow
nozzle geometries.
In soft-microfluidic devices, uniform emulsions were continually generated at regular
intervals by droplet break-off at the junction of two microfluidic channels. For a given
nozzle design, the relative pressures of the polymer and oil phases determines the droplet
size and production rate, on the order of_10 2/s. The droplets suspended in oil continue
flowing through the microchannels and shrink rapidly as methanol dissolves into the oil
phase.
The oil pressure in all experiments was maintained at 15 psig, while the pressure of the
polymer was set to provide the highest particle production rate without the onset of
particle coalescence due to collision, or the formation of satellite droplets. This ranged
slightly in this study, from 12.8 psig to 13.4 psig, depending on nozzle geometry and
viscosity of the emulsified phase. Generally, the lower methanol concentration used in
the Eudragit phase and the wider the shear channel, the higher the required operating
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pressure. Figure 3.3 maps optical microscopy images across the two different crossflow
devices and four polymer solutions tested. The scale bar represents 100 ptm. As the
solvent/polymer ratio increased it became more difficult to prevent the formation of
satellite droplets although this is addressed in the next section.







Figure 3.3: Droplet Production Modes Observed in Crossflow Devices
As illustrated in the figures, when the ratio of solvent to polymer is low, a single pearl
necklace order is produced using nozzle geometry one. Natural ribbon patterns are
generated at higher solvent concentrations and from the very fast moving oil using nozzle
geometry two. The self-arranged patterns, however, eventually disappear due to chaotic
mixing through the downstream channel corners.
Due to the rapid diffusion of methanol into the oil phase, the polymeric microspheres
shrink significantly after formation as they travel through the channels. The effect of
evaporation on overall microsphere diameter was subtle in polymer solutions containing
mostly Eudragit, but pronounced in solutions containing mostly methanol where particles
seemed to disappear. Figure 3.4 illustrates typical diffusion kinetics from microspheres
produced with the first nozzle geometry at two different solvent/polymer ratios. The
scale bar indicates 100 pm. Although evaporation of water emulsions is significantly
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hindered by the use of surfactants in the continuous phase in other microfluidic droplet
applications 38, methanol rapidly diffused from the polymeric microspheres before
collection from the device.
5:1 2:1
Figure 3.4: Dynamic Solvent Evaporation of Microspheres Produced by Crossflow
After collection, filtration and drying of microspheres, fluorescence and scanning
electron microscopy was used to measure particle size and evaluate uniformity. Figure
3.5 illustrates excellent size uniformity of generated microspheres collected onto a
coverslip before filtration from the mineral oil.
Figure 3.5: Monodispersity of Eudragit microspheres containing Rhodamine 6G
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A Philips XL30 FEG-SEM at the M.I.T. Electron Microscopy Facility was used at 10-15
kV charge, between 1.1 and 1.5 Torr vacuum to characterize samples. The microsphere
collections were imaged without a gold coating. The scanning micrographs of crossflow
generated samples are presented in Figures 3.6 through 3.9. The scale bars from original
SEM images have been reproduced for clarity, and measured microsphere diameters are
indicated.
Figure 3.6: SEM of Microspheres with initial 0.5:1 solvent:polymer concentration
Figure 3.7: SEM of Microspheres with initial 1:1 solvent:polymer concentration
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Figure 3.8: SEM of Microspheres with initial 2:1 solvent:polymer concentration
Figure 3.9: SEMofMicrospheres with initial 5:1 solvent.polymer concentration
These micrographs indicate excellent monodispersity. The surfaces of these spheres
prepared using microfluidic emulsification are uniform and non-porous in comparison
with those prepared using conventional preparation techniques 63-65 , particularly at low
solvent concentrations.
It was desirable to increase the methanol content in the polymer solution obtain much
smaller microspheres due to solvent evaporation. It was straightforward to obtain
microspheres with diameters in the range of 3 pm or larger, but to demonstrate a dynamic
range of available particle volumes available using microfluidic emulsification, spheres
of sub-micron size should be produced. Using simple volume to diameter calculations, it
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is evident that a large solvent concentration is required to reduce microspheres below the
1 pm diameter threshold.
The volume of a sphere scales with the cube of the diameter [ V = (71/6)*DA3 ]. An
encapsulated solution of solvent and polymer in the ratio of 7:1 for example, would
create a final microsphere with 1 /8 th of its initial diameter, but this only represents a
diameter reduction of 2 [ (1/8)A(1/3) ]. The minimum size polymer droplets that could be
sheared using the crossflow geometry were in the range of ~5 pm - -10 tm in diameter.
As illustrated in Figure 3.10, in order to achieve sub-micron microspheres it would be
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Figure 3. 10. Large volume changes have a small effect on Microsphere Diameter
However, at high solvent to polymer ratios (- >10) it became increasingly difficult to
produce a steady, monodisperse stream of droplets using the crossflow geometry.
Addition of methanol to the Eudragit polymer reduced the viscosity. Secondary or higher
order tertiary shearing of satellite emulsions could not be avoided due to the asymmetric
nozzle. This hindrance was remedied by an alternative droplet generating scheme.
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3.3.2 Inline Microsphere Synthesis
For high solvent to polymer ratios, microsphere synthesis was performed using an inline
channel design' 3 . Figure 3.11 illustrates the geometry of this device, which was cast off a
20 prm tall mold. The original purpose of this design was to combine multiple reagents






Figure 3.11: Schematic of Inline Device Geometry used for Microsphere Synthesis
Microsphere synthesis was very effective at high solvent concentrations using the inline
nozzle. Figure 3.12 illustrates the emulsion process.
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Figure 3.12: Inline Microsphere Synthesis - Overview and Detail
Polymer droplets are sheared off individually by the symmetric, viscous oil stream at the
end of the "bell-shaped" nozzle. If the pressure of the continuous oil is too high, the bell
does not form at all, or periodically breaks at the pinch point, and a constant stream of
monodisperse droplets cannot be formed. Conversely, if the oil pressure is too low,
droplets are not sheared at the end of the bell, and polymer travels in a co-flowing
laminar stream through the microchannels. At appropriate pressure ratios monodisperse
streams of droplets were produced at rates of 103 Hz, although due to solvent
evaporation the microspheres make up only a small fraction of the total fluid collected at
the outlet.
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Figure 3.13: Rapid Droplet Formation using an Inline Nozzle
Careful adjustment of operating pressures allows fine control over the size of emulsions.
In these experiments, the oil pressure was maintained at 20 psig, and the polymer/solvent
pressure was set as to reach as steady production rate without pinch off, or the onset of
droplet coalescence. This pressure was generally in the range of 15 ± 1 psig, depending
on the solvent concentration and particular device geometry used. At this oil pressure,
fluid was collected from the outlet at -100 pl/h. By tuning the pressure a significant
range of different diameter microspheres could be produced using this nozzle. Figure
3.14 demonstrates how a range of initial sphere diameters may be obtained by varying the
polymer pressure while keeping the oil pressure constant. The pressure ratios are noted
as polymer:oil pressure in psig, and the methanol to Eudragit ratio is 10000:1. At
polymer pressures less than 14.00 psig, it was not possible to maintain a stream of
droplets due to pinch off.
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Figure 3.14: Dynamic Range of Microsphere Sizes by tuning Operating Pressures
Collections were set up to collect particles created from polymer-solvent solutions in the
range of 10, 100 and 1000. Each set was run for ~6 h, and particles were collected and
filtered in a similar manner as before. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 present the results from two
of these collections, with measured particle sizes noted.
Figure 3.15: SEM of Microspheres with initial 10:1 solvent:polymer concentration
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Figure 3.16: SEM of Microspheres with initial 1000:1 solvent.polymer concentration
Smaller cured particles may be produced by diluting the Eudragit solution with a large
fraction of solvent, although recovery of microspheres from the oil became increasingly
difficult. In Figure 3.16, particles from one particular experiment with high levels of
solvent evaporation, while reasonably monodisperse, no longer appear perfectly
spherical. A preferable approach to sub-micron microspheres would be to increase shear
rates and generate microspheres that are as initially as small as possible. One approach
would be to use modified inline device, with low and tall channels (similar to those
developed in Chapter 2 using a two step lithography process). A fine nozzle on a base
layer (~2 prm - 5 pm tall) could be used to increase shear rates at droplet break-off, while
tall channels elsewhere could be used to lower hydraulic resistance and increase overall
production rates.
The next steps of this research are to determine what affect the different ratios of solvent
evaporation used while forming microspheres has on release efficiency of encapsulated
ingredients within a fluid system. Fluorescence measurements will be used to measure
the rate of controlled release from the polymeric microspheres. Each sample of collected
and dried Eudragit microspheres will be added to 1 ml of 100 mM sodium phosphate
buffer at pH 7.0, and the buffer solutions slowly agitated in a roller bench at 37'C. 100
pl samples of the release solutions will be collected at regular time intervals and each
dissolution media compensated to 1 m170. Samples may be analyzed using a 96 well
microtiter plate (Costar) and a fluorescent platereader (Molecular Devices) to determine
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the cumulative rates of release. Concentration of the Rhodamine probe within the
Eudragit was selected to ensure that the fluorophore would not quench intensity
measurements in the sodium phosphate buffer during the release studies.
3.4 Conclusions
Using microfluidic emulsion technology combined with the solvent evaporation method,
we have demonstrated a novel method for the synthesis monodisperse drug loaded
microspheres suitable for the controlled release of active ingredients. A variety of
solutions containing different solvent to polymer ratios were emulsified using different
two different microfluidic droplet-generating designs to characterize this manufacturing
technique. Solvent diffuses from the polymeric droplets after formation, enabling
uniformly sized particles of smaller, cured diameter to be produced. Rhodamine 6G was
encapsulated within the biodegradable polymer Eudragit to demonstrate this technique.
The synthesis method described in this research permits viscous polymers to be
encapsulated within soft microfluidic devices and microspheres to be produced with a
range of volumes which covers three orders of magnitude. Decreasing the final diameter
of particles below 1 pm remains challenging as the fraction of microspheres makes up
only a minute fraction of the collected oil. Generating microspheres larger than IOprm is
straightforward on the other hand, and the range of producible microsphere volumes
using microfluidic emulsion technology could be extended to cover four orders of
magnitude.
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A new application of microfluidic emulsion technology is now applied to the problem of
automatic programmability to lab-on-a-chip applications. Previous chapters have
described the use of microfluidic droplets produced in serial at regular intervals for
application as microreactors, or for the manufacture of polymeric microspheres. This
work considers the manipulation of individually emulsified samples within a soft
lithography microfluidic environment to allow open loop automation of complex
experiments on the microscale. A platform for scalable, arbitrary control of emulsified
samples is presented in this chapter.
One of the most exciting scientific developments of recent years has been the progressive
miniaturization of chemical and biological instrumentation with an eye towards creating
highly integrated "lab-on-a-chip" systems. Compared to industrial laboratory equipment,
these systems offer reduced reagent consumption, high throughput and unprecedented
automation. Their reduced size makes them suitable for mobile field laboratories, while
their reduced cost allows them to be disposable after sensitive applications.
The driving force behind the lab-on-a-chip movement is microfluidics, which enables
storage, transport, and manipulation of fluids at the picoliter scale. Microfluidics
provides for the experimental sciences what the integrated circuit provided for electronics
more than 50 years ago: the ability to integrate diverse micro-scale components in a
unified fabrication process. At the device level, microfluidics is becoming a mature
technology7 1 7 5 . Although complex microfluidic chips have been developed, they are
relatively monolithic and inflexible, designed with a single application in mind. There
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has been little progress on building abstraction layers for scalable and programmable
microfluidic systems. The current user interface resembles the earliest days of
computing, using software to control individual hardware resources at each time step.
Just as programmability was the key to harnessing the power of silicon-based computers,
we believe that a novel set of abstraction layers will be essential for experimental
scientists to harness the full power of microfluidic devices.
A platform which enables programmatic control of samples within general-purpose
microfluidic chips using immiscible fluids is developed. The general-purpose
microfluidic processor contains primitive elements which include storage chambers, input
and output ports (I/O), a mixer, and an interconnection network which enables open loop
manipulation of samples. As the array of applications continues to expand, such
programmable chips will be critical for allowing multiple applications to share hardware
resources.
As microfluidic devices continue to evolve, it will be important to have portable
applications code that can run without modifications on successive generations of chips.
A high-level programming library for microfluidics has been developed which provides
portability by abstracting away architectural-specific details, including the number and
size of storage cells, the configuration of mixing chambers, the precision of flow
operations and the timing of on-chip. The mixing and dilution of fluids plays a
fundamental role in almost all bioanalytical procedures and as such it is critical to provide
integrated support for mixing on microfluidic devices. To support the mix abstraction,
recently developed algorithms for generating a complex mixture are employed using a
primitive one-to-one mixing device. The algorithm is optimal in that it guarantees the
minimal number of mixes and minimal reagent usage to obtain a given mixture.
It is envisioned that, by using high-level abstractions, it will be possible to create large
and self-directing experiments that would be too complex to orchestrate at the hardware
level. Programmability also offers flexibility, as multiple researchers will be able to
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replicate an experiment by running the high-level description on their own microfluidic
chip.
4.1.1 Microfluidic Implementation
A central challenge in developing a general-purpose microfluidic chip is providing a
means to isolate samples of interest and transport them from one location of the chip to
another. This approach uses a multiphase soft-lithography system to isolate samples and
maintain their integrity during transport and storage. A novel "microfluidic latch" that
enables the precise alignment of a sample with a given location on chip is developed.
Previous research offers numerous mechanisms to manipulate fluids on chip, but none are
fully suited to the purposes of implementing arbitrary manipulation of individual fluid
samples. In uniphase pressure-driven flows, Taylor dispersion causes dilution of samples
during transport as the fluid velocity is faster towards the center of the channel than at the
walls 76. Uniphase systems driven by electrophoresis do not share this fluid diffusion in
straight microchannel flow, as the flow profile is flat rather than parabolic. However,
electrophoresis driven flows are not fit for a general microfluidic chip due to
complications such as contamination of charged surfaces driving the flow, high operating
voltages and severe fluid dispersion through corner geometries77 . In static conditions,
molecular diffusion also causes dispersion of the sample.
To overcome the shortcomings of uniphase systems in isolating samples, microfluidics
researchers have turned to multiphase systems in which segregated samples are
manipulated within an immiscible continuous medium. As emulsions, the samples do not
contact the channel walls directly, preventing cross contamination. Because sample
volume remains constant and there is no dispersion during transport, samples may be
moved over long channel lengths of any shape, and scalable systems can be developed
using this technique.
Digital systems which operate on droplets have made use of multiphase fluidics to freely
manipulate individual samples. In several lab-on-a-chip applications droplet
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manipulation relies on electrohydrodynamic (EHD) forces24, 42, 78 . Systems based on
electrowetting43' 44 and dielectrophoresis 46 47 have each demonstrated the ability to
dispense, transport, merge, and divide droplets. These approaches are not limited to
unidirectional serial flow processes and droplets may be transported arbitrarily on a
microfabricated control grid. However, droplet systems suffer from imprecision in
dividing samples into two equal halves, which limits the number of fluids that can be
mixed for a given error tolerance. Also, as droplets come in close proximity to the
device, there remains a possibility for surface contamination and carry-over between
samples.
The current research is the first to demonstrate individual arbitrary control of discrete
emulsified samples in a polydimethylsiloxane soft-lithography device. In this approach,
flow of the pressurized immiscible phase propels the transport of emulsified reagents
from one area of the circuit to another. A key benefit of a soft-lithography device over
EHD droplet-based systems is the geometry of the samples: each sample occupies an
elongated stretch of the flow channel, with a length much longer than the effective
diameter. Consequently, minor errors affecting absolute volumes involved with mixing
or metering of samples are small relative to the absolute emulsion volume. Elongated
samples can also be divided precisely into arbitrary components, as a valve divides a
sample into two parts when it closes at a given position. The architecture is not restricted
to serial flow processes, where segregated samples are periodically generated and
transported in the same direction through microchannels.
Cascaded operations on elongated samples depend on a precise alignment mechanism to
ensure that a sample is justified with a given location on chip. This research presents a
novel "microfluidic latch" that provides exactly this functionality. The latch is a
partially-closed soft-lithography valve that allows the continuous medium to pass while
blocking the flow of samples. Using the latch, we demonstrate a general-purpose mixing
device with fully automatic open-loop control, robust to timing variations between chips.
This device expands the boundaries of "digital microfluidics", a concept previously
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associated only with droplet-based architectures, into a precise and mature soft-
lithography process.
4.2 Sample Transport and Stability
Within our elastomeric device, aqueous based samples of interest are introduced as
distinct emulsions dispensed into an external immiscible continuous phase. The term
"slug" is used in this research to describe an elongated emulsion containing a sample of
interest, with length much longer than effective diameter. Although such slugs press
against walls of the microchannel, a thin film of continuous immiscible fluid prevents
direct contact79 . This section addresses the central issues in developing a general purpose
microfluidic processor: aligning slugs to a given location on chip, minimizing breakup of
slugs during transport, metering slugs to a consistent volume and controlling sample
evaporation.
4.2.1 Slug Alignment
In order to align slugs with a given location on chip, we introduce the concept of a
microfluidic latch. A latch utilizes a partially deflected multilayer soft lithography valve
to block the flow of emulsions while allowing the continuous phase to pass. By actuating
a latch at a given location in the channel and waiting until a moving sample would have
safely passed that location, one can consistently align a sample to the actuated latch. The
term "latch" follows from the analogous 1-bit electrical storage element that holds a
digital input signal at the output when an external enable switch is true. This element is
schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1, where G is the enable switch, and D and Q are the
input and output respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Electrical Latch Analogy
A soft lithography valve controls fluid by pneumatically deforming an elastomeric
membrane from a channel on the control layer into a separate flow channel. Complete
valve closure prevents any fluid flow. If an adequate pressure difference between the two
channels is not supplied, the elastomeric membrane will not form a robust seal and fluid
flow will continue through the reduced channel opening. We developed an extension on
this concept for use on the fluid processor, where the reduced channel opening of a
partially deflected valve is tuned to trap emulsions.
As illustrated in Figure 4.2, this partially closed microfluidic latch catches and retains
emulsified samples, yet allows the immiscible phase of mineral oil to continue to flow
along the hydrophobic PDMS surfaces. (A) The slug is transported by a steam of
pressurized oil. (B) After latch actuation, oil continues to flow through the constricted
channel but the sample is stopped. (C) Surface tension prevents the sample from
deforming. Water resumes movement once the latch pressure is released. Time between
successive images is approximately one second. The scale bar indicates 500 pm.
Surface tension of the colloid prevents the slug from traveling through the microchannel
constriction, and the sample does not break 9.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagrams and micrographs of the microfluidic latch
The latch is actuated on a pressure source independent from the control lines so that the
channel opening may be fine tuned to catch emulsions for a given oil pressure. Required
latch pressure is slightly less (~A psig) than that of the main control lines which
completely stop the flow of oil. If the latch pressure is too high, oil flow is stopped
before the sample reaches the desired latch point. Conversely, the sample will eventually
break through the constriction if the actuation pressure is insufficient.
This novel, open loop control of emulsions is unique to this system. Thus constant
pressure oil-driven aqueous samples may be aligned using open loop timing control to
important locations within the device, such as storage or mixer boundaries, without the
complications of external sensors or feedback. These surface tension valves are capable
of retaining an emulsion for several minutes once it has been stopped, allowing generous
tolerance when automatically timing a series of operations. Although static resistance
features exist for catching samples in microfluidic serial process using hydrophobic
patches78, or temperature control methods80 latches are straightforward to implement in
PDMS systems. Static Y-junction microvalves for flow control have also been developed
to catch and hold liquid streams using surface tension against tapered channel walls, but
samples may only be released when an adjacent fluid stream overcomes surface tension
and subsequently combines with the sample8 1, 82. The microfluidic latch digitally aligns
or releases individual slugs without the need for intermediate fluid streams that may
affect internal concentration of samples.
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Several iterations were undertaken in the design of the latch valve, using both top and
bottom actuated control lines. Thin latches create a more sharply defined constriction in
the flow channel due to the small radius of curvature of the partially deflected PDMS, but
may require high operating pressures. If wide latches are used, latching become less
robust and emulsions may escape. The gentle curvature of the pliable deflected
constriction allows oil driven emulsions to slowly slide through after several seconds.
Latch valves in the range of ~ 100 pim - 150 tm wide have been the most robust for
trapping emulsions in flow channels ~ 60 pm - 100 ptm wide over a wide range of oil
operating pressures. Further characterization of this interesting element is underway.
4.2.2 Slug Coherence
Behavior and deformation of confined elongated emulsions within a shearing, viscous
immiscible flow have been extensively studied and reviewed 7 83,84. As the pressurized
continuous phase drives the transfer of slugs within the device, coherence of these
samples through the microchannel network is an important consideration. Undesirable
breakup of slugs must be minimized.
Breakup of slugs due to external shear flow is dominated by a competition between
viscous and surface tension forces, represented by the dimensionless Capillary number
The dimensionless Capillary number may be expressed as Ca = Up/Y, where U is the
emulsion contact line velocity, g is the viscosity of the continuous phase and Y is the
interfacial surface tension between the immiscible fluids. When a fluid particle achieves
a steady shape, the flow-induced viscous and pressure forces tending to deform the
particle are exactly balanced by interfacial tension forces resisting deformation. As the
capillary number increases beyond a critical value, however, such a force balance is no
longer possible and a steady particle shape ceases to exist.
The onset of different modes of emulsion breakup in a given system, including formation
growth of capillary waves, transient stretching in the axial direction, or tail-streaming,
may be characterized by critical capillary numbers at a given viscosity ratio for the
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system ' . The viscosity ratio of the system is the viscosity of the emulsified phase to
that of the continuous phase. If the emulsions are transported through the channels
beyond the critical capillary number, the sample starts to break up and several daughter
fragments separate from the parent emulsion. Instability is caused by pressure
fluctuations inside the liquid due to small variations in the local surface curvature, and
such fluctuations grow to pinch off the end of the elongated emulsion which travels
aligned with the continuous flow. Volumes of daughter droplets sheared from the main
sample during transport are approximately of the same size of one another when this
undesirable breakup occurs, independent of the size of the parent 7 -89.
Stable and robust emulsions are required if they are to be reliably transported through the
channels. Breakup of the slugs by Capillary instabilities or pinch-off could result in loss
of sample volume during transport, and cross contamination between other emulsions
which use common channels. Minimizing the effective Capillary number dictates the
selection of the continuous phase for carrying aqueous samples. In contrast, device
compatibility must also be considered, as many non-polar hydrocarbons such as hexane
or dodecane excessively swell the PDMS silicone and are unsuitable for this
application90 .
Light mineral oil is chosen as the continuous phase, as it has a high interfacial tension
with water (-40 mN m), an acceptably low viscosity (-0.013 N s m-2 ) and a predictable
wetting behavior with channel walls. This mineral oil does not severely swell the PDMS
and valve performance is not compromised. The continuous phase does not contain any
surfactant, to facilitate coalescence between samples during mixing9l. This differs from
many systems utilizing droplets as serial microreactors, where a stabilizer is added to the
continuous phase to decrease interfacial surface tension (assisting droplet formation), and
also to prevent droplets from coalescing on collision. To further reduce the possibility of
sample breakup, deep aspect ratio channels are used to increase the cross sectional throat
area of the slug. Also, a gentle curvature is placed on all (otherwise orthogonal) corners
in the microchannel layout to prevent necking of emulsions during transport.
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4.2.3 Slug Metering
In a soft lithography device, an elongated sample of a given length can be constructed
very precisely by pinching off two valves at opposite ends of the sample. However, the
cross-sectional area of the slug still provides a source of variability. When samples flow
directly from the inputs into a system which already contains an immiscible medium,
they remain near the center of the channels and the effective throat diameter of the
emulsion is small relative to that of the channel. This is distinct from the case where
samples are released into a flowing stream of oil, which leads to an immediate increase in
sample diameter and decrease in sample length92 . Also, as a slug sits stationary in a
storage cell, its diameter decreases (and its length increases) in a process termed striation.
In order to measure out a consistent slug volume, as well as to compensate for slug
striation, slugs are compressed whenever they are transported to a given location.
As illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3, slugs may be compressed against a valve in
order to increase their cross-sectional area. (A) Long stratified emulsions experience
high levels of shear during transport within the pressurized oil filled channels, and are
susceptible to breakup due to pinching. (B) Using oil pressure, the aqueous samples are
compacted to make them more consistent and to ensure slugs remain coherent. The valve
holds the front end of the emulsion in place, while pressurized oil in the channel behind
the emulsion compresses the sample, increasing the effective throat diameter. A steady
state is reached when further compression becomes negligible at the given operating
pressures, and the oil between the sample and the channel walls is almost expelled. In the
general purpose microfluidic processor developed, such compression is used when
loading a sample into either half of the mixer, thereby providing a repeatable metering
method.
Figure 4.3: Slug Compression to Improve Coherence during Transport
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Compression also helps to reduce slug breakup in the system. As slugs experience a
slight elongation during transport, starting with wider slugs helps to mitigate the
fluctuations and pinch-off that lead to breakup. Also, compression in combination with
striation allows for broken slugs to regain their integrity while being held in the storage
cells. As both the parent and daughter emulsions undergo striation in the absence of
viscous stresses in storage, they join as to minimize free interfacial surface energy5 and
become uniformly distributed with a reduced cross-sectional area. Compression against a
storage latch serves to increase the diameter to its original value before exiting storage
cells.
4.2.4 Slug Storage
Evaporation of micro and picoliter scale aqueous samples in vapor permeable PDMS
microfluidic devices remains problematic, particularly at elevated temperatures. An
evaporation control element has been designed to significantly extend the length of time
that a sample may remain in storage without shrinking. This is an important
consideration in the development of a programmable microfluidic platform, as stored
samples must remain intact and be accessible at later times.
Several approaches to evaporation control have been previously employed. The use of
surfactants in a continuous oil phase reduces the rate of water evaporation from
emulsions during the self assembly of colloidal structures 3 8. However, the addition of
such surfactants is undesirable since it reduces interfacial surface tension and promotes
slug breakup during transport. In long-term protein crystallization assays, careful control
of humidity is required to reduce water vapor diffusion through a continuous oil phase
into the bulk PDMS93 , 94. This issue can be circumvented in droplet based assays by
moving droplets out of the device into glass capillaries, where droplets containing
samples of interest may be contained for months95 . In polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
applications involving cyclic elevated temperatures, fluid evaporation can be reduced by
depositing a thin polymer coating over the porous PDMS channels, which also reduces
undesirable bubble formation and protein adsorption96 . In multilayer soft lithography
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devices, water-filled control channels reduce sample evaporation in adjacent flow
channels97.
Extending this concept, a water-filled dialysis reservoir system has been designed and
implemented. This reservoir is located above the storage area of a microfluidic device,
separated from the flow layer by a thin PDMS membrane. The reservoir consists of a set
of microfluidic channels that are back-filled with water. The water saturates the
surrounding PDMS and decreases the driving potential for evaporation. Droplet volume
remains approximately constant over long time periods.
4.3 A General Purpose Microfluidic Device
A prototype implementation of a general-purpose microfluidic chip using multilayer soft
lithography and the silicon elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184, Dow
Coming) has been developed. As depicted in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the key features
include a mixer, a storage array, fluid input and waste ports, and the interconnection
network to manipulate fluids. Figure 4.4 (A) depicts the system schematic, where I/1 and
1/2 refer to input port for samples 1 and 2, and the continuous phase is introduced at the
wash port. SL and ML refer to storage latch and mixer latch, respectively. Figure 4.4 (B)
details the storage latch, which aligns slugs into storage cells after preparation in the
mixer. Similarly, mixer latches allow samples to be aligned into the mixer when
retrieved from storage bins. The scale bar indicates 500 pm. A multiplexer
configuration is used to address transport of samples into individual storage cells'. In all
operations, an inert fluid from the wash input fills the flow lines behind the sample of
interest.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic and detail of the general purpose microfluidic device
Figure 4.5: The General Purpose Microfluidic Device
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4.3.1 Device Fabrication
Three layers are used to fabricate the device: a thin PDMS "flow layer" in which fluids of
interest are manipulated, a thin "control layer" that is pneumatically pressurized to
orchestrate movements in the flow layer, and a thick layer containing reservoir water
channels. Grids on the perimeter of the device (Figure 4.4) are used for alignment
purposes during assembly, and the complete device is sealed to a glass coverslip pre-
coated with a thin layer of PDMS. A junction between a control channel and a flow
channel constitutes a valve; when the pressure in the control channel is high, the silicone
membrane is deflected into the flow channel and no fluids can pass. Where control
channels are thin, they can cross flow channels without interrupting flow. Using standard
lithographic procedures, AZ4620 positive photoresist (Clariant) is patterned onto separate
silicon wafers using high resolution design transparencies to create the distinct positive
relief molds. To allow complete valve closure, channel profiles are rounded on the flow
layer mold by placing the wafer on a hotplate at 150'C for 1 minute to reflow the
photoresist. Further fabrication details are available in Appendix A.
Consecutive replica molding from microfabricated masters and chemical bonding steps
were used to create three-layer elastomeric devices. The control layer is positioned
beneath the flow layer to allow deeper aspect ratio flow lines to be sealed using
mulItilayer soft lithography valves at lower actuation pressures . On top of the flow layer
is the reservoir layer.
Base and hardener components of the Sylgard 184 PDMS are referred to as parts A and B
respectively. The multilayer valves used in this multiphase fluid device are made thicker
and with a higher concentration of silicone hardener than used in most uniphase
applications to provide faster dynamic release when activation pressure is removed. To
facilitate the release of the elastomer during molding, molds were first treated with
chloro-trimethyl-silane (Aldrich)15 . Liquid silicone elastomer (10 parts A: 1 part B) was
poured on the reservoir pattern mold to a thickness of ~5 mm, and baked at 80'C for 20
min. Liquid silicone elastomer (4 parts A: 1 parts B) was spun onto the flow master (1000
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rpm for 60 sec) and baked in a convection oven at 80'C for ~18 minutes. The partially
cured thick layer was peeled from the master and aligned to the flow mold under a
microscope. The two-layer structure was then baked for 20 min, chemically cross-linking
the two layers into a single structure. Meanwhile, the control wafer was prepared (10
parts A: 1 parts B, 2200 rpm for 60 seconds) and baked for 18 minutes. The reservoir and
flow layers were aligned to the features of the control layer, followed by another 20
minute bake. To provide mechanical rigidity and to seal the control channels, the device
is sealed to a loz glass coverslip coated with a thin layer of PDMS. A featureless loz.
glass coverslip was coated (4000 rpm, 1 minute) with a thin layer of elastomer (4 parts
A: 1 part B) and baked for 20 minutes. The bonded flow and control layers were then
peeled from the control mold, access ports were punched using a 23 gauge luer stub (BD
Biosciences) at both flow, reservoir and control inlets. The microchannels and connection
ports were thoroughly cleaned using isopropanol, blown dry with Nitrogen, and placed on
the partially cured PDMS/glass coverslip. This complete assembly was then baked at
80'C for a minimum of 2 hours, bonding the layers into a monolithic device.
Flow channels are 2 pm tall and 60 pm wide, and water reservoirs are 20 pm tall and 200
ptm wide. Control channels are 20 pm tall and 150 pm wide at valves, but only 30 ptm
wide where they cross flow lines and valve closure is not desired. Latches are 150 pm
wide. One half of the mixer volume is equal to a sample size of ~6 picoliters.
Manifolds of microsolenoids (The Lee Co.) are digitally controlled by the JAVA
software interface (Developed by Bill Thies, PhD Candidate, CSAIL, MIT) to actuate
microfluidic valves and latches. Constant pressure is applied to the reservoirs and
regulated by compressed air. Although the device swells slightly due to the use of
mineral oil, the operation of microfluidic valves is not affected after saturation of the
PDMS. The separate reservoirs containing the oil and aqueous solutions are connected to
the microfluidic device through Tygon tubing of 500 pm inside diameter. Sample and
purge inputs are pressurized at 6 psig and 9 psig, respectively. The control channels are
first back-filled with water to prevent diffusion of air bubbles through the PDMS
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membrane into the flow layer. The control pressure is maintained at 15 psig, while the
upper and lower latches are set at 11.5 psig and 12 psig respectively.
4.3.2 Device Operation
The programmable device supports metering and mixing of multiple emulsions to obtain
a desired concentration. In order to make this an efficient process, a dedicated mixing
element is employed. If two elongated emulsions are simply coalesced, obtaining a
uniform concentration by diffusion is inefficient at the small Reynolds numbers inherent
in microfluidic systems. Methodologies for combining and mixing emulsions have been
proposed and studied in detail 2 6,8 0, 92 . Interaction with channel walls during emulsion
transport within an immiscible medium naturally enhances mixing of contents as well9 8,
although such convection is much less effective in very long slugs26 . Dead end fluid
filling of empty microfluidic reservoirs was implemented as a robust metering technique
to screen protein crystallization conditions via free interface diffusion94 . This technique
operates by expelling air in the channels into the bulk PDMS, however, and is not
applicable with our continuous oil medium. Other fluid metering techniques using tuned
peristaltic pumping sequences to meter a known amount of fluid through channels have
also been developed for one phase systems99 , but it is unclear whether this approach
could be adapted to our multiphase applications. To be general, metering and mixing
reagents in the multiphase system should extend beyond serial flow processes, be
independent of channel length, and samples should be well mixed before storing.
Mixing is performed using a rotary mixer100, in which fluids are pumped rapidly around a
circuit to accelerate mixing; three valves operating in sequence form a peristaltic pump
that drives flow. It is interesting to note that rotary mixing of aqueous samples remains
very efficient when using multiphase flow. Three control channels used for high speed
peristaltic pumping are located on the top half of the mixer. In the mixing ring of 3mm
diameter, complete mixing is completed in approximately 30 seconds with pumps
operating at 70 Hz. The lengths of the pump control channels are arranged to have equal
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path lengths so that time delays due to fluid capacitance, between solenoid actuation and
the complete closure of the valves, are equal.
Valves on the circumference of the mixer are configured to enable seamless unloading
sequences of the fully-mixed samples using the oil purge. To prevent residual input from
contaminating the mixed samples upon draining, separate paths are required for loading
and unloading the mixer. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, each half of the mixer is loaded
using the input port on the bottom left, while the halves are drained in a different
orientation using the input port on the far left. Open and closed symbols refer to open
and actuated control valves respectively. (A) The immiscible purge is used to compress
an aqueous sample into place, using a valve as a stop. Two segments of fluid, each equal
to half of the ring volume, are metered and isolated using the valves on the top and
bottom of the mixer. (B) Binary mixing of the sample is completed by peristaltic pumps
on the ring periphery operating in a six step sequence 00 . (C) Emulsions in the bottom
and (D) the top of the mixing ring are transported to storage cells using the immiscible
purge. Two aqueous emulsions are sent out of the mixer as independent discrete samples












Figure 4.6: Schematic of Sample Loading, Mixing and Purging Operations
......... . .
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Procedures are automated using open loop control to demonstrate autonomous device
operation. Food colorings (McCormick) are used as samples, and various mixtures of
yellow and blue inputs are generated and transported. These results of these example
processes are summarized in Figure 4.7. (A) Samples may be retrieved from storage cells
and transferred into the mixer for subsequent operations. (B) A gradient concentration of
two inputs is automatically generated using the mixing program. Ratio of yellow to blue
from top to bottom: 1:0, 0.75:0.25, 0.5:0.5, 0.25:0.75, 0:1. Scale bars indicate 1mm.
Figure 4.7: Results ofAutomatic Fluid Demonstrations
While the overall operation of our device is quite robust, there remain some device
details to be considered while developing future devices. While the microfluidic latch
works consistently for a given flow line, some inconsistencies have been observed when
the same latch is applied across multiple flow lines (as it is in the storage cells). In
previous devices, storage cells exhibited a slight variation in the ideal latching pressure,
making it challenging to select a single latch pressure that was robust for all storage cells.
Careful lithography and soft-lithography device fabrication is required to ensure that all
flow and control channels have clean, distinct edges such that parallel channels behave
identically.
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4.4 Programming Model and Implementation
With the development of scalable mixing, storage and latching primitives, as well as a
robust technique for manipulating samples within the microfluidic processor, it is
possible to automate any series of operations using software control. Microfluidic valves
are externally controlled via a Java interface, allowing complex algorithms to be
implemented on the device. Any series of mixing operations may be completed without
the need for user intervention.
In the realm of computer science, it has proved critically important to decouple
application development from the hardware details of the underlying machine. By using
a portable machine language that abstracts away particular differences between machines,
while exposing the properties that are important to achieve efficient performance, the
architectures can evolve without modifying the applications code. It is envisioned that
portability will prove equally important in the microfluidics domain, as devices will
continue to improve and the number of on-chip resources will continue to increase.
The software system for portable microfluidics programming has been developed based
on a Java library which virtualizes many aspects of the underlying hardware resources
and provides high-level abstractions to improve programmer productivity. For example,
the following code excerpt produces a gradient of concentrations between blue and
yellow input fluids:
Fluid blue = input(l);
Fluid yellow = input(2);
Fluid[] gradient = new Fluid[5];
for (int i=0; i<=4; i++) {
gradient[i] = mix(blue, yellow, i/4.0, 1-i/4.0);
}
This code is portable because it hides all the details of our particular microfluidic device.
Instead, a module within the library specifies how to translate each inputo and mixO
operation to a sequence of valve actuations on our device. If a different device were to be
developed in the future, a new mapping would be specified within the library and the
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code above would execute without modifications. This portability allows large and
complex protocols to be developed and seamlessly executed on successive generations of
microfluidic devices.
The code also illustrates two interesting abstractions that simplify the task of the
programmer. The first abstraction is fluid variables. A variable of type Fluid represents
a sample with a given composition on the chip. In the programming environment, such
variables can be stored and passed to helper functions, just like normal variables. The
second abstraction is the mixO operation. A call to mix(fluidl, fluid2, xl, x2) returns a
new fluid that is the result of mixing fluidi and fluid2 in a ratio of xl:x2. In the
following paragraphs, more details on each of these abstractions are provided.
4.4.1 Fluid Variables
A key abstraction provided by the developed software is the use of fluid variables in the
programming language. The challenge in implementing this functionality is that physical
fluids can be used only once, as they are consumed in mixtures and reactions. However,
the programmer might reference a fluid variable (such as "blue" in the example above)
multiple times during execution. This behavior is supported by keeping track of how
each fluid was generated and automatically regenerating fluids that are used multiple
times.
The regeneration mechanism works by associating each fluid object with the name and
arguments of the function that created it. A valid bit is maintained for each fluid, which
indicates whether or not the sample is stored in a storage chamber on the chip. By
default, the bit is true when the fluid is first created, and it is invalidated when the fluid is
used in a mix operation (or other on-chip primitive). If a mix is performed with an
invalid fluid, that fluid is regenerated using its history. Note that this regeneration
mechanism is fully dynamic; no analysis of the source code is needed.
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The computation history created for fluids can be viewed as a tree with several interesting
applications. For example, the library can execute a program in a demand-driven fashion
by initializing each fluid to an invalid state and only generating it when the user needs the
fluid for an experiment. This lazy evaluation affords the library more flexibility in
scheduling the mixing operations when the fluids are needed. For example, operations
could be reordered to minimize storage requirements or to issue parallel operations.
Runtime optimizations such as these are especially promising for the microfluidic
domain, as silicon computers operate much faster than their microfluidic counterparts and
have cycles to spare at runtime.
4.4.2 Mixing Algorithms
The second abstraction offered by the interface is the mix operation, which combines a
set of fluids in arbitrary proportions. This offers significant gains for programmer
productivity, as otherwise mixtures need to be synthesized one step at a time using low-
level primitives.
To obtain a given mixture on a microfluidic chip, one performs a series of mixes using an
on-chip mixing primitive. A digital model of mixing is adopted in which all samples are
stored in uniform chambers of unit volume. The mix operation combines two fluids in
equal proportions using peristaltic pumping, producing two units of the mixture which
can be stored in different storage cells. The mixing process can be visualized using a
"mixing tree". As depicted by example in Figure 4.8, each leaf node of a mixing tree
represents a sample, while each internal node represents a mixture resulting from the
combination of its children. A mixture of /4 buffer and 4 reagent is denoted as {<buffer,
/4>, <reagent, >}.
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Figure 4.8: A Binary Mixing Tree Yielding a Unit Sample
Mixing trees are binary trees because each mix operation has two inputs. Evaluation of
the tree proceeds from the leaf nodes upwards; the mixture for a given node can be
produced once the child mixtures are available. The overall result of the operation is the
mixture specified at the root node. Using binary mixing, any concentration x/n can be
obtained, so long as n is a power of 2. However, the programmer should not be
concerned with the feasibility of given concentration. In the software, the programmer
may specify a concentration tolerance [cmin, cmax] and the system ensures that the mixture
produced will fall within the given range. Such error tolerances are already a natural
aspect of scientific experiments, as all measuring equipment has a finite precision that is
recognized as part of the procedure.
It is natural to suggest a number of optimization problems for mixing. Of particular
interest is the number of mixes performed in obtaining a given concentration, as this
directly impacts the running time of a laboratory experiment. A simple algorithm that
obtains a concentration using the optimal number of mixes was developed, which is fully
automatic in the software library.
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4.5 Conclusions
Microfluidic devices are being embraced by chemists and biologists as powerful tools for
performing precise experiments with high throughput and low cost. This research makes
several contributions towards programmable microfluidics using a new branch of
microfluidic emulsion technology. An emulsion based microfluidic platform and a set of
novel abstraction layers that enables high-level control of complex experiments has been
presented. A new general-purpose soft lithography microfluidic architecture containing
inputs, outputs, storage chambers, and a mixer has been developed. The development of
a "microfluidic latch" for catching emulsions within microchannels is a key feature of
this approach, and allows open loop automation of this platform. The latch allows the
concept of "digital microfluidics" to extend beyond droplet-based architectures into the
mature and precise technology of continuous-flow soft lithography. This research also
presents a portable software library that performs mixing efficiently and automatically
regenerates fluids that are used multiple times.
At the device level, further characterization of the microfluidic latch is underway. It is of
particular importance to determine the most important parameters, geometrical and
hydrodynamic, which dictate performance of this element. This characterization could
serve to improve latching consistency across parallel flow channels, enhancing the
robustness of the storage mechanism. Another interesting characteristic of the latch
provides opportunities for another application: at lower actuation pressures, the latch can
function as tunable microfluidic nozzle allowing droplet formation of the aqueous phase
via tip streaming. The use of surfactants in the continuous phase, such as SPAN 80,
101
enhances this effect and also stabilizes these micron-scale emulsions
It will also be interesting to evaluate the precision of the soft-lithography mixing device
and compare it with programmable EHD droplet systems. To increase the space of
potential applications, additional sensors and agitators will be integrated on the device.
Scheduling algorithms will be developed to effectively utilize parallel hardware and
increase the throughput of experiments.
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There are rich opportunities for future work in programmable microfluidics. Using high-
level abstractions, scientists will be able to orchestrate large, adaptive, and reusable
procedures that are beyond the grasp of today's hardware-oriented user interface.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
Microfluidic devices are being embraced by chemists and biologists as powerful tools for
performing precise experiments with high throughput and low cost. This research has
made several contributions towards the application of microfluidic emulsion technology
towards biochemical screening, synthesis of polymeric microspheres and lab-on-a-chip
programmability. These subjects represent diverse challenges, but the underlying physics
of droplet formation, transport and control at low values of the Reynolds and Capillary
numbers in multiphase microfluidics are common, and demonstrate the flexibility of
these fluid control techniques.
Within these stamp-sized elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic
devices, pressurized immiscible fluids may be combined at a junction of two or more
microchannels, combining crossflow and viscoelastic shear, to generate emulsions.
Droplet sizes ranging from nanometers to microns in diameter may be generated at
regular intervals, controlled by device geometry and hydrodynamic flow characteristics.
To provide context of the current research, recent developments in the fields of
microfluidic droplet formation, manipulation, and application towards particle
manufacturing are briefly reviewed in Chapter 1. The three main topics of this research
are then considered individually.
The application of droplets as individual bioreactors for in vitro biochemical assays was
explored in Chapter 2 at the both the external sensor and microfluidic device level. The
goal of this research is to extend on existing approaches and address challenges of
platform scalability. A compact, integrated optical detector for integration with
microfluidic devices for fluorescence-based product detection was designed and
implemented. Microfluidic devices for high-throughput screening have been developed
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complete with integrated multilayer soft lithography valves for the sorting of emulsified
samples.
In order to make the platform useful for the screening of biological samples which
require a long incubation period to develop a suitable signal for fluorescence-based
sorting, it was necessary to develop devices which can incubate flowing droplets prior to
screening. In these systems, a sample of interest would be combined with a suitable
fluorescent substrate immediately prior to encapsulation. Through the analysis of
channel layout strategies and taking advantage of different microchannel fabrication
techniques, microfluidic geometries were designed and analyzed in order to provide a
balance between rapid droplet production and effective retention times for incubation. A
method for combining multiple reagents prior to encapsulation is discussed, and a
scalable platform for future work is presented.
As a proof of concept and the next steps to be completed in this research, cell-free green
fluorescent protein should be screened as using this integrated platform. This is an
interesting challenge; as such samples require incubation times on the period of hours to
develop a suitable fluorescent signal for screening. While emulsion based protein
synthesis has been demonstrated in bulk, and in static microreactor systems, it has yet to
be demonstrated in a fully dynamic microfluidic screening platform. Initial experiments
have been attempted, but further work must be completed to demonstrate that such a
platform is able to differentiate between emulsions containing GFP, and those which do
not. Development of such a standard platform provides the means for better control of
microfluidic emulsions and a better understanding of droplet dynamics.
The application of microfluidic emulsion technology towards manufacture of
biodegradable, monodisperse microspheres was explored in Chapter 3. Such
microspheres, containing an active ingredient embedded within a polymeric matrix, are
of particular importance in the field of pharmaceutical research and are suitable for the
controlled release of drugs within biological systems.
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In bulk solvent evaporation processes, as an organic solvent is slowly drawn from
emulsified polymers in order to create cured particles. Particles produced using this
technique is bulk are generally polydisperse, while particles of a uniform size would
allow for a predictable rate of drug release in a biological system. This research adapts
the process of solvent evaporation in conjunction with microfluidic droplet generation to
produce microspheres with excellent monodispersity. A variety of solutions containing
different solvent to polymer ratios were emulsified using different two different
microfluidic droplet-generating designs to demonstrate this manufacturing technique.
Rhodamine 6G was encapsulated as a model ingredient within the biodegradable polymer
Eudragit. Methanol was dynamically evaporated from generated droplets into an
immiscible oil phase, and microspheres were collected, filtered, and characterized. In
comparison to traditional bulk manufacturing techniques, particles produced using
microfluidic devices exhibit excellent monodispersity and surface quality evident by
fluorescence and scanning electron microscopy.
The synthesis method described in this research permits viscous polymers to be readily
encapsulated using soft microfluidic devices and microspheres to be produced with a
range of volumes which covers nearly four orders of magnitude. Decreasing the final
diameter of particles below 1 pm remains challenging as the fraction of microspheres
makes up only a minute fraction of the collected oil. Generating microspheres larger than
10 tm is straightforward on the other hand, and the range of producible microsphere
volumes using microfluidic emulsion technology could be extended to larger particles.
Drug release studies must be completed to characterize the rate of controlled drug release
from microspheres produced using microfluidics. It is also of interest to develop devices
to scale up particle production rates and to facilitate the production of sub micron
capsules.
Finally, a programmable microfluidic system platform using multiphase flows in soft
lithography finally is developed in Chapter 4. This research makes several contributions
towards programmable microfluidics using a new branch of microfluidic emulsion
technology. While previous Chapters have focused on the application of periodic droplet
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generation for biochemical assays, or particle manufacture, this work introduces a novel
approach towards the arbitrary manipulation of emulsified, discrete aqueous samples in a
continuous, immiscible fluid medium. Microfluidic devices have been gaining interest in
bioanalytical settings due to the opportunities of increased precision in sample
manipulation and complete automation of experiments with high throughput and low
cost. This research represents a first step to bring high-level control abstractions to the
microfluidic realm, with the aim of enabling a new level of scalability and
programmability for lab-on-a-chip experiments.
An emulsion based microfluidic platform and a set of novel abstraction layers that
enables high-level control of complex experiments has been presented. To demonstrate
scalability of this approach, a "general-purpose" microfluidic chip is designed, where
underlying mechanisms for sample manipulation can be integrated to develop more
complex systems. This soft lithography microfluidic architecture contains primitives
such as sample inputs, outputs, storage chambers, and a mixer. The development of a
"microfluidic latch", which allows precise trapping and alignment of emulsions in
pressure driven flows in microchannels, is a key feature of this approach. The latch
allows the concept of "digital microfluidics" to extend beyond electrohydrodynamically
controlled droplet-based architectures, into the mature and precise technology of
continuous-flow soft lithography. Open loop control of a general purpose microfluidic
device is demonstrated by a software routine, where a series of fluid mixtures are
automatically prepared and placed into individual storage cells. This research also
presents a portable software library that performs mixing efficiently and automatically
regenerates fluids that are used multiple times.
At the device level, further characterization of the microfluidic latch is underway. It is of
particular importance to determine the most important parameters, geometrical and
hydrodynamic, which dictate performance of this element. It will also be interesting to
evaluate the precision of the soft-lithography mixing device and compare it with
programmable electrohydrodynamic droplet systems. To increase the space of potential
applications, additional sensors and agitators will be integrated on the device. Scheduling
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algorithms will be developed to effectively utilize parallel hardware and increase the
throughput of experiments.
There are rich opportunities for future work in programmable microfluidics. Using high-
level abstractions, it will be possible to orchestrate large, adaptive, and reusable
procedures that are beyond the grasp of today's hardware-oriented user interface. As
many of the computational sciences have increasingly found overlap with aspects of
biology, programmable microfluidics may offer a new avenue for programming language
and computer architecture researchers to join in the discussion.
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Appendix A
Mold and Device Fabrication
A. 1 Introduction
All microfluidic devices used in this work were prepared using the technique of soft
lithography 5 , 102. The details of wafer and device fabrication are specific to the
application, and whether or not soft lithography valves are used in the design. The
protocols used to produce the silicon molds and elastomeric devices are summarized. A
simple example of soft lithography is illustrated in Figure A. 1.
spin coat photoresist on silicon wafer
UV exposure through transparency mask
develop photoresist
cast PDMS over channels
high resolution transparency mask (top view)
remove and cut device, punch interconnect holes to channels, seal to surface
Figure A. 1: A PDMS Device created using Soft Lithography
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Drug encapsulation was completed using devices with 20 tm tall microchannels that
were rounded, to prevent aggregation of droplets along the walls. Multilayer devices
used for protein synthesis were prepared using SU-8 molds, to create the stepped channel
elements which delay fluid flow through the device and provide suitable incubation time
for droplets. Bottom actuated valves used to sort droplets were cast over 50 pm tall SU-8
molds. The microfluidic processor was created using multilayer soft lithography, with 20
pm tall rounded flow channels and 204m tall control channels.
All microfluidic mold fabrication was completed in the experimental materials lab (EML)
at the MIT Microsystems Technology Lab (MTL). Photo masks were first designed
using Adobe Illustrator 11 and printed at a linotronic resolution of 3386 dot per inch on a
transparency film (Mika Color, Los Angeles, CA). Photolithography was used to transfer
this design to 3" diameter silicon wafers to create molds for casting PDMS microfluidic
devices. Wafers were first cleaned using successive washes with acetone, methanol and
isopropanol, blown clean using pressurized Nitrogen, then dehydrate baked at 130 0 C for
5-10 minutes to remove any remaining solvent.
A.2 Mold Fabrication
A.2.1 AZ Molds - 20 Micron
20pm high masters were fabricated using positive photoresist (AZ 4620, Clariant) in a
two-layer lithography process. A two step spin coating process was developed, as a
single coat of AZ 4620 is limited to a height of about 1 Gum. Before coating resist, a few
drops of adhesion promoter (HMDS; Hexamethyldisilizane) are spun on wafers at 1000
rpm. The first 10 pm layer of positive photoresist was spun at 1500 rpm for 60 seconds,
followed by a 5 minute soft bake at 90'C. The wafer was cooled after removal from the
oven, and an additional layer was spun coat again at 1500 rpm for 60 seconds. Another
20 minute soft bake at 90'C fully cured the photoresist. The mask transparency was held
against the photoresist using a clear quartz plate, and exposure was done in six 10-second
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bursts at 4 mW/cm 2. Allowing a few seconds between successive exposures prevents
overheating of the resist. The mold was developed using 440 MIF (Clariant).
If the molds are to be used for droplet generation, or for the flow layer of multilayer
devices the channel profiles are rounded. Rounding is achieved by reflowing the AZ
photoresist on a digital hotplate at 150'C for 1 minute. Figure A.2 illustrates channel
geometry resulting from this process, measured using a profilometer. The profile data is




-30 -20 -10 0
X coordinate (urn)
10 20 30 40 50 60
Figure A.2: Typical Channel Profile after Reflowing ofDeveloped AZ Photoresist
A.2.2 Multi-level SU-8 Molds
SU-8, a negative photoresist, was used to create molds with channels of varying
heights5 2. This design process pertains to the fabrication of a channel molds with a 50pm
tall base layer and an additional 260ptm over certain sections, as illustrated in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3: Example of Multilayer Channel Geometry created using SU-8 Resist
The first layer of SU-8 2050 was spun coat on a clean wafer at 3000 rpm for 60 seconds
(-50 urm nominal). A pre-exposure bake was done on digital hotplates at 65'C for 1
minutes, then 95'C for 3 minutes. Features for the first layer were exposed from a
transparency for 45 seconds (-4 mW cm 2). This was followed by a post-expose bake for
1 minute at 65'C, and 5 minutes at 95'C.
The second photoresist layer was coated on the wafer at 1000 rpm for 45 seconds using
SU-8 2100 (-260 pim nominal), followed by another pre-exposure bake (7 minutes at
65'C, 60 minutes at 95C).
A chrome photomask was prepared to align secondary patterns to the first level. Mask
features from transparencies were first transferred to chrome plates which were pre-
coated with a protective layer of AZ photoresist. Using a single exposure and
development step, the positive photoresist was selectively removed and the chrome
pattern finalized using CR-7 chrome etchant. The result is a high quality glass plate with
the original transparency features patterned in chrome.
The secondary features were aligned from the glass plate with the original wafer design
using the broadband aligner. As SU-8 is a negative resist, most of the mask is opaque,
.............
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making features on the wafer difficult to see. Alignment grids on the boundary of the
photomask and wafer simplify the alignment process. The thick resist was exposed for 3
minutes and 30 seconds, followed by another post-exposure bake (1 minute at 65'C, 15
minutes at 95'C). Development was performed in a single step, and the unexposed SU-8
was removed using propylene-glycol-monomethyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA). The device
was finally cleaned using isopropanol and blown dry with Nitrogen.
The corresponding mold to produce bottom actuated valves for this design was fabricated
using 50 tm tall SU-8 2050 on a separate wafer. The spin speed and bake times are same
as previously described, and development is completed after the first post-exposure bake.
A.3 Device Fabrication
The microfluidic devices were fabricated from PDMS silicone elastomer (Sylgard 184,
Dow Coming) using the technique of multilayer soft lithography. Base and hardener
components of the elastomer are referred to as A and B respectively, and mix ratios are
specified on a weight basis. Mixing of the PDMS components was performed in a
centrifugal mixer and degasser. Consecutive replica molding from microfabricated
masters and chemical bonding steps were used to create two-layer elastomeric devices
consisting of a thick layer with patterned flow structure and a patterned control layer for
bottom-actuated soft lithography valves. To facilitate the release of the elastomer during
molding, molds were first treated with chloro-trimethyl-silane (Aldrich) by placing the
wafer in a large covered petri dish containing several drops of silane for 1 minute.
To create thin layers, PDMS is spun coat onto molds before curing. The final polymer
thickness (in ptm) based on a 60 second spin at a rate of o (rpm) is approximated by 103:
t = 487000co-1.
21
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Liquid silicone elastomer (5 parts A: 1 part B) was poured on the flow master to a
thickness of 5 mm, and baked at 80'C for 20 minutes. Liquid silicone elastomer (20
parts A: 1 parts B) was spun onto the control master (2600 rpm for 60 seconds) and baked
in a convection oven at 80 C for ~18 minutes. The partially cured flow layer was peeled
from the master and aligned to the control mold under a microscope. It is extremely
important to account for shrinkage of the thick layer of Sylgard 184 PDMS; masks used
to design the thick layer should be scaled by 101.7% to facilitate proper alignment with
the spun coat layer. The two-layer structure was then baked for 25 minutes, chemically
cross-linking the two layers into a single structure.
To provide mechanical rigidity and to seal the control channels, the device is sealed to a
glass coverslip coated with a thin layer of PDMS. A featureless 1 oz. glass coverslip was
coated (4000 rpm, 1 minute) with a thin layer of elastomer (5 parts A: 1 part B) and baked
for 20 minutes. The bonded flow and control layers were then peeled from the control
mold, access ports were punched using a 23 gauge luer stub (BD Biosciences) at both
flow and control inlets. The microchannels and connection ports were thoroughly cleaned
using isopropanol, blown dry with Nitrogen, and placed on the partially cured
PDMS/glass coverslip. This complete assembly was then baked overnight at 80'C,
causing the layers to bond into a monolithic device. The same protocol is followed for
single layer devices (without control valves), but glass coverslips are coated with 20-1
parts A:B to ensure sufficient cross-linking with the 5:1 elastomer in the thick flow layer.
Three layer devices may be fabricated using consecutive replica molding steps, such as
those used in the programmable multiphase microfluidics chapter. Figure A.4 illustrates
this simple process step by step using three complementary molds. Between each step,
sub-layers are aligned to one another and bonded for 20 minutes. Connection ports are
punched only before bonding to the coverslip in the final step. A final assembly attached
to a glass coverslip pre-coated with PDMS appears in Figure A.5.




coverslip 101 4000 rpm,60s
Figure A. 4: Fabrication of a Three Layer Device
Figure A. 5: The completed microfluidic device sealed to a glass coverslip
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There are several techniques used by different microfluidic research groups to interface
and control the operating fluids. Microfluidic devices tested in this work were operated
by using pressurized fluids, introduced into the device at either a static pressure, or
digitally by solenoid control. Constant pressure sources are used where a steady stream
of fluid is desired, such as in the droplet generation studies. Solenoids on the other hand
are used to toggle pressures on or off, and are used to actuate soft lithography valves.
The details of these connections are provided here as a reference. Syringes (1 ml, BD
Biosciences) containing pressurized fluids are connected by a series of pins and tubing to
plug into ports on microfluidic devices. Table B.1 lists these connectors which have been
found the most useful for managing reservoirs of fluids.
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Table B.1: Parts Listing for Pressure Control of Microfluidic Devices
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Cole-Parmer
EW-06418-02 Tygon Tubing, 0.020" ID, 0.060" Tubing used to interface with devices, from
OD, 100' Length pressurized air or fluid sources
McMaster-Carr
75165A684 23 Ga. Luer Stub Needle, /" Long Luer Stubs used to interface syringe reservoirs
with Tygon tubing
New England Small Tube Corp.
23RW x .300" L, Steel connector pins Used to plug Tygon tubing into Microfluidic
Type 304 WD, devices
Full Hard
Upchurch Scientific
P-620 UNION, STANDARD, LOW Used to connect male nut on Tygon tubing to the
PRESSURE, 1/4-28, barb adaptors
POLYPROPYLENE, NATURAL
P-628S ADAPTER, INTERNAL SLIP LUER TO Connection from house air/vacuum supply hose
INTERNAL 1/4-28, .06 IN THRU (~1/4" ID) to a male nut
HOLE, TEFZEL@ (ETFE)
P-648 ADAPTER, BARB TO MALE 1/4-28, Used to plug airlines into syringe
3/16 IN ID, .10 IN THRU HOLE,
TEFZEL® (ETFE)
P-201X MALE NUT 1/16" BLACK Threaded connectors attached to the ends of
Tygon tubing.
P-645 KEL-F MOUNTING STUD The tool used to swage flangeless ferrules onto
tubing
P-200NX FLANGELESS FERRULE 1/16" Swaged onto air lines, to provide airtight
NATURAL connection to male nut




The design of a compact, automated and integrated droplet sorter was a dynamic process.
Machined aluminum was used to create the housing for all of the lenses and optics, to
mount the excitation source and sensors. All CAD design work was performed using
Solidworks, and the fabrication and machine work was completed at the MIT Pappalardo
Lab. Part and assembly drawings of droplet sorter parts, and the component lists are
documented in this section. The final assembly is pictured in Figure C. 1 and the
principle of operation is schematically illustrated in Figure C.2.
Figure C. 1: Droplet Sorter Assembly and Hardware Setup
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Figure C.2: Principle of Droplet Sorter Operation
The microscope objective focuses an excitation laser at 488nm onto the microfluidic
device. As emulsions containing biological samples flow pass a microchannel screening
region, they are individually probed, and any emitted fluorescence is collected into the
tower. Two color screening is enabled by filtering the emission wavelengths entering
each photomultiplier tube (PMT). A beam splitter is used to divert 20% of emitted light
towards a camera used to monitor the device. Modular design allows simple replacement
of individual filters to allow screening at different emission wavelengths.
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The PMTs are interfaced to a Labview software interface via a data acquisition card.
During operation, analog voltages measured by the PMTs are compared to a threshold
values. If no fluorescence is detected, droplets are directed to waste ports within the
microfluidic device. If a sufficient signal is measured by a particular PMT color channel
this indicates that a particular emulsion contains a sample of interest (e.g. green
fluorescence emitted from green fluorescent protein). To enable sorting, a digital signal
is sent out to a valve amplifier board, actuating the solenoids which activate valves inside
the channels and diverting droplet to collection ports. The signal amplifier board
amplifies the 5V digital trigger from the computer to 12V to activate the micro solenoids.
The signal amplifier board and solenoid manifold are pictured in Figure C.3, and
electrical schematics of the printed circuit board are detailed in Figure C.4.
-12
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Figure C.3: Valve Amplifier Board and Solenoid Manifold
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Figure C.&4 Electrical Schematic of the Valve Amplifier Board
The two-layer printed circuit board (ExpressPCB) is 3.8" x 2.5", and amplifies the digital
triggers from channels 85 through 92 on the DAS-6014 data acquisition card
(Measurement Computing) to solenoids named AO through A7.
C.2 Component Selection
Part numbers and description of components used to manufacture the droplet sorter is
summarized in Table C. 1.
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Table C.]1: Component Listing of Microfluidic Droplet Sorter
Component Supplier Qty Item Part #
1 Novalux 1 Laser 488-15
2 Hamamatsu 2 PMTs H5784-01
3a 1 beam 21008 -splitter 20R/80T
3b 1 long pass 31003BS -filter 565DCLP
3c Chroma 1 long pass 31015BS -filter 50ODCLP
3d 1 color filter D580/30m
3e 1 color filter D5350m
4a 1 DAQ PI-A
DAS6014
4b 1 DAQ CIO-MINI50
4c Measurement 1 DAQ C100HD50-Computing 6
4d






























11 LW Scientific 1 Objective
12 DigiKey 1 Hardware












long pass filter between red
and green
long pass filter for initial
laser reflection
red color filters for pmt




100 pin ribbon cable
Hardware Drivers for
labview GUI
Stock Aluminum - 1/4" &
1/8" Plates
600IFSP Hot mirror to limit externallight entering optical column
N/A Two 15V power adaptors,
connectors
MT XYZ Compact 3-Axis MotionStage
N/A Valve signal amplifier circuitboards
SM1T2 Camera mounting - "C"mount camera adaptor
SM1A9 Camera mounting -1.035-40Thread lens tube coupler
30"x30" squares of blackout
flocked material, to prevent
BFP1 stray light reflection off
aluminum inside optical
tower
TR-6 3" long posts, 1/2" diameter
40X infinity correctedM2-40X-1 Microscope Objective
N/A Misc PCB components forN/A SALVE II board
Objective mount at bottom







































Design of the sorter was an involved process, and followed several iterations before
actual fabrication and implementation in order to develop the most versatile, compact and
efficient solution as possible for droplet fluorescence screening. Drawings used to
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machine individual parts of the assembly are presented here in Figures C.5 through C.17
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Figure C.5: Assembly of Components
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Figure C. 7: Laser Mounting Plate
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MIT Hatsopoulos Microfluids Lab
DROPLET SORTER-
F ILTER MOUNT
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Figure C. 8: Filter Mounts
Lenses are seated into the machined wells of the filter mount and secured using #2-56
socket head cap screws (SHCS) and washers.











Figure C. 9: Sample Stage
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Figure C. 10: Adaptor for Mounting the Sample Stage onto the XYZ Adjustable Stage
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Figure C.12: Tower Cap
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Figure C. 14: Tower PMT Mount
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After initial fabrication of the assembly, it was decided to separate the one piece lens
holder (Figure C. 12) into two halves and to modify the lens holders to provide a degree
of lateral freedom to help simplify alignment of the optics. These extra components are
presented in Figures C.14 through C.16.
A IT Halsopoudos NlcrofILAds Lab
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Figure C. 15: Retrofitting to Provide Additional Alignment of Bottom Filter
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Figure C.17: Filter Mount to Provide Manual Rotational Alignment
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